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RECORD NUMBERS
OF STDS REPORTED
Record numbers of chlamydia
were reported in the United States
last year. PAGE 5

COST OF IRAQ WAR
TOPS ONE TRILLION
The cost of the war in Iraq have
reportedly surpassed 1.3 trillion
dollars since it began in 2002.
PAGES

NATIONAL DEBT
GETS SMALLER
The national budget spending
increasedand the national debt
decreased this year. PAGE 7

OH NO! THEY
STOLE MY MOJO!
The latest installment of "Aggie
Pride is dead" examines how A&T
has "shagged" all of us. PAGE 8
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Writers nationwide shut shows down
BY DWIGHT MOORE II
CONTRIBUTOR

It had been almost 20 years
since the last writers strike but
last Monday the writers of some
of the most popular shows television put down their pens and
picked up a picket sign.
The strike began after lastminute negotiations failed to
produce a deal. The Writers
Guild of America and the Alliance of Motion Picture and
Television Producers said no
new talks had been scheduled.
The last strike in 1988 lasted

The mother of rapper Kanye West
diesafter what is believed to be
complications from cosmetic
surgery. PAGE 9

LADY AGGIES WIN
DEFEAT BCU
Volleyball team wins season finale
3-0 over the visiting BethuneCookman Wildcats. PAGE 11

Campus News
National News
International News.
Business.
Opinion
Arts & Life.
Sports

22 weeks and cost the industry more than $500 million.
Some ofthe shows affected by
the strike include "Desperate
Housewives", "Two and a Half
Men" and "24" as well as "Late
Night with David Letterman"
and'The Tonight Show with Jay
Leno".
Most of these shows have
begun airing re-runs or will start
showing re-runs in the next few
weeks once production shuts
down.

The cause of the strike can
be traced to the new exposure
of TV shows are having. Today

you are able to buy complete

en, plus there are no obvious
Last Friday over 3,000 TV
seasons of TV shows on DVD, solutions" he said.
and film writers in red T-shirts
some shows are offered online
However, the strike is not protested outside ofFox Studios
and the writers feel they are not just affecting TV shows. It is in Century City, Calif, in what
being paid enough.
being felt in other areas of the is the biggest demonstration
The entertainment industry entertainment industry as well. since the strike began. Among
contributes an estimated $30 People involved in TV adverthe demonstrators were "Desbillion a year to theLos Angeles tising, which is a $70 billion perate Housewives" star Eva
economy, or about $80 million industry, said the strike could Longoria and Kelsey Grammer
a day. "If it goes past Thanksnot have come at a worse time of"Cheers" and "Frasier".
giving, we're looking well into due to the competition from the
Some stars including Amerthe first quarter before there is Web, iPods and every other sort ica Ferrera of Ugly Betty and
a resolution" said Jack Myers, a ofdigital media.
cast members ofboth "ER" and
media industry veteran.
They, however, are not alone "Grey's Anatomy" have joined
"It's unlikely they are going in there stand as many ofHollythe writers on the picket lines
to solve between Thanksgiving wood's biggest stars have shown
and Christmas. Positions hard- their support for the writers.
SEESTRIKE ON PAGE 2
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DROUGHT FALLOUT

Students bring back classic Water restrictions in
childhood games for fun place all over state
BY STACIE BAILEY

MOTHER OF
KANYE WEST DIES

VOLUME LXXXI, NO 12

organization, just a few friends ing." While only one or two
CONTRIBUTOR
trying to get everyone out for students sustained very minor
a night.
injuries, everyone remained
Recently, sophomore marThe group began by playsafe while participating. The
keting major Michale Wall ing freeze tag with about five biggest task was finding a decame up with the idea of set- or six guys being "it." Wearing cent hiding spot with few peoting up a game of freeze tag the gold shirts provided, they ple and keeping an eye out for
and hide and seek behind the took off tackling, chasing and gold shirts. Sophomore Shante
Union.
rushing towards students des- Mathes, an animal science maWith the help of her "E- perately trying to make it back jor, said.
Board" Patrice Franklin, to base before they were tagged
The best part was when evLorean Smith, JaLissa Carter, and frozen. Just as everyone erybody made a mad dash to
and Tashawna Culbreth, a very sat down to take a break, stu- find a hiding spot..it was crazy.
eventful night came forth. An dents continued to make one My friend called me and said
announcement was created last dash for the fountain.
she could see me where I was
Next, the students played hiding."
on Facebook informing anyone who was interested and Hide and Seek. Base remained
After several alternating
allowed attendants to bring at the fountain and no one of games and gold shirts, the
friends. With over 200 people was allowed to hide inside the group sat down around the
confirming their attendance, buildings or behind Marteena fountain to catch their breath
only about 70 showed up, howhall. Everyone who was not it and laugh about the instances
ever, low attendance didn't afhad oneminute to find a hiding that had taken place. "I thought
fect the fun had.
place and conceal themselves it was big, but it'll be bigger
"It is a great way to meet to the best oftheir ability.
when it gets hot again...the
people that you normally
If you were to walk through best part was the freeze tag
wouldn't see just walking during the game, you would whenthe girls were it."
around on campus or in your observe students peaking from
Lauren "Rosalita" Turner,
classes," said Wall of the behind trees, buildings, corners an industrial engineer major
event
and stairways waiting to see from northern Virginia, said.
She confirmed that this was where the "gold" was. It was It was quite a site for someone
a random idea and not somequite obvious that some ofthe
thing planned by a particular people playing were not "playSEE HIDE AND SEEK ON PAGE 2

the water run
while brushing your teeth,
or
shaving
washing your
face just to
name a few.
If one does

BY CHANEL JONES
CONTRIBUTOR

There have been rumors
about cutback and restrictions
for water in North Carolina, is
this true? The answer is yes,
there is awater shortage especially in the city ofRaleigh.
A water drought happens
when there is a lack ofrainfall.
Air rises into the colder regions
of the atmosphere and when
water falls to the ground it then
evaporates. If the air doesn't
rise, then there is no rain. However, when there's high air pressure, air falls instead ofrising,
when there's low air pressure,
you see more cloudy stormy
weather.
Effective Oct. 9th, the city
of Greensboro cutback water
usuage because there was water
shortage level II.
The City Code ofOrdinances
states some things the community has to cut back on in order
to conserve water. Landscaping, no vehicle washing, serving water at restauarants unless
requested by customers, wash
dishes by hand and don't let

not

Easley

follow

theserules and
regulations
there are penalties. 1 st offense
can range from $100-$200,
2 nd offense can range from
$200-$500 and subsequent offenses differfrom $200-$ 1,000.
It is illegal to misuse or intentionally waste water and to
better enforce the law, there are
penalties in place. Water cutbacks have people are out of
business at the moment.
Car washes have little to no
business because they use 15
million liters of water a week.
Also, landscapers are put on
hold because more than 50%
of water applied to lawns is lost
to evaporation orrun-off due to
overwatering.

Gov. Mike Easley wants citiSEE WATER ONPAGE 2
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America's favorite television shows
go to reruns as writers go on strike
STRIKE From page 1
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since the strike began

Experts say the worst-case sce-

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Leroy Mikell
NCATREGISTER.COM: TorellTaylor (Online Editor)

nario would see the strike dragging
out well into the spring, the season
when the networks present their
new programming schedules to ad-

BUSINESS MANAGERS: Kerl Miller, Paul Haizlip
ADVERTISING DESIGNER: Rob Coleman

vertisers and affiliates.

The writers strikehas also helped
lead to another strike in New York.
The stagehands, the backstage
workers who install and operate the
sets, lights and props in theaters on
Broadway, walked out on Saturday,
shutting down 28 shows as they
pushed for a pay raise.

INTERNS: Tiffany Adams, Alana Allen, Stacie Bailey,
Alan Barker, Breanna Bennett, Brittanye Brown, Terence Buie,
Ashley Bullock, JavelleDaley, Crystal Etienne, Lauren Ettson,
Robert Gregory,Kerdrick Gwynn, Spencer Humphrey,
Shanice Jarmon, Syene Jasmin, Chanel LeGette,
Chris Lineberger, Paris Marion, Chris Martin, Lynzi McHenry,
John Milner, Shoniqua Moore, Dexter Mullins, Ayoka Primus,
Tiffany Ramsey, JenniferSimms, JordanWaddell,
Faith Washington, GermaineWatkins, Michael Wilder

"The strike will have an eco-

nomic impact of 17 million dollars
per day in direct and indirect costs"
said Charlotte St. Martin, executive
director of the League ofAmerican

COPY DESK CHIEF: Ben Fair
COPY DESK: Asheley McBride, Angela English

Theatres and Producers.

The union with about 2,200

members maintains theater owners
have been unclear about what offsetting benefits stagehands can have
in return.
This strike marks the second
work stoppage on Broadway in less
than five years. A four-day musicians' strike in 2003 was the first
time since 1975 that a labor dispute
hit Broadway.
The strike has upset many who
had traveled to New York to see
Broadway shows and were forced
were unable to see thm. Emily
Weissberg from Raleigh was "really
angry" about not being able to see a
Broadway show.
"We were planning to see The
Drowsy Chaperone for my mother's
50th birthday that I planned over a

month ago" she said.
With the end of the strike no
where in sight some are wondering
when they'll see new episodes of
their favorite shows again.
The Associated Press also contributed to this story.
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PRETTY PICKETERS Cast members ofthe ABC series "Ugly Betty," who are members ofthe Screen Actors
Guild, join pickets from theWriters Guild of America and other unions marching outside Raleigh Studios in
Los Angeles as the writers strike against movie and televisionproducers enters its fourth dayThursday, Nov. 8

IN FOCUS

HIDE AND SEEK
From page 1
who didn't know what was go-

ing on. According to Wall, security didn't have any problem
with it. In fact, they were help-

ing people hide.
Although this has been done
in the past, the turn out this time

Hot temperatures are predict-

WATER
From page 1
zens to stop the consumption by
50 percent. He also asked each
of the state's public water systems to increase reporting to the

BASKETBALL IS BACK: CorbettSports Center will come alive Wednesday night as they Aggies host theirfirst home gameofthe season
Expectations are high this season for A&T to doo well in theMEAC.

was unexpected and contributed
to the success ofit. Wall, who is
a part of Aggie Maniacs, Campus Life Mentors and Aggie
Ambassadors, says she plans ,to
do more events such as this one
and possibly begin a group on
campus to do so. Hopefully, students can look forward to more
people, warmer weather and
twice the fun next time.

state by recording
water used daily.

the amount of

ed to further worsen conditions
in the United States. Across the
globe temperatures have risen
during the winter season causing crops to dry out and suffer.
Hopefully the community
participates in the conservation
of water, or shall we do the rain
dance?

CAMPUS POLICE BLOTTER
Information
11/02/2007,7:00p.m
McConnell Rd.
An offcampus female reported that while she was walkingto campus to attend
an evening class an unidentifiedblack male forced her into his vehicle. Thefemale
was able to escape withoutinjury. There are no witnessesor suspects in this case.
GPD is the primaryinvestigating agency for thisincident. The UPD caseis filedfor
informationpurposes only.

Drug Violation

11/10/2007,4:30 p.m
Aggie Suites E

A female staffmemberreported hading a smallbag ofgreen vegetable matter
whichlater field-tested positivefor marijuana. The marijuana was seizedand
placed into evidence. There are nosuspects at thistime.
Assault/Larceny
11/11/2007,7:49 p.m
Moore Gym Lot
A female studentreported thatshe wasassaulted anda coat was taken byanother
femalestudent. There wereno injuries. There were no criminal charges. There is
furtherinformation.

Assault
11/10/2007,7:00 p.m.
Moore Gym
A male studentreported beingassaulted bya formerfemale student. The male
received minor injuries. Criminal charges arepending. There is witness and suspect

information.

MORE CAMPUS POLICE
BLOTTER ON PAGE 3
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Oral Roberts faculty vote no on president
Three prominent televangelist under investigation in connection
BY JUSTIN JUOZAPAVICIUS
ASSOCIATED PRESSWRITER

TULSA, Okla. (AP) — Embattled
Oral Roberts University president
Richard Roberts, facing accusations he misspent university funds
to support a lavish lifestyle, has received a vote of no confidence by
the tenured faculty at the evangelical university.
The resolution was approved by
faculty Monday and obtained late
Tuesday by The Associated Press.
Faculty plan to distribute the nonbinding document to the school's
Board of Regents and the faculty
assembly at an upcoming meeting.
Donald Vance, a professor of
biblical languages and literature
who voted with the majority, said
the vote by a quorum offaculty was

Roberts

unani"nearly
mous," but he declined to give the
exact tally.
"It's essentially how the university has been
run," said Vance,
who has taught
at the 5,700-student school for 13

years
"We see the Board ofRegents as

allies wanting to do the right thing,
but we're not sure theyknow everything and we're not sure they knew
how the faculty felt."
Jeremy Burton, a spokesman for
Oral Roberts University, declined
to comment on the vote Tuesday.
Richard Roberts has been on
temporary leave while an investi-

gation into the school's finances

continues.

Accusations of lavish spending were detailed in a wrongful
termination lawsuit filed Oct. 2 by
three former ORU professors. The
lawsuit includes allegations of a
$39,000 shopping tab at one store
for Richard Roberts' wife, Lindsay,
a $29,411 Bahamas senior trip on
the university jetfor one ofRoberts'
daughters and a stable ofhorses for
the Roberts children.
In a recent interview with The
Associated Press, Richard and
Lindsay Roberts denied wrongdoing. Richard Roberts has said the
lawsuit amounted to "intimidation,
blackmail and extortion."
Tulsa attorney Gary Richardson,
who filed the lawsuit against ORU
on behalf ofthe former professors,

said he was "encouraged" to see
that steps are being taken to preserve the university.
"When we filed the suit, I said
I really personally believe that this
lawsuit is very much like surgery,"
Richardson said Tuesday.
"When there's disease in the
body, sometimes itrequires surgery
in order for there to be healing."
Last week, Iowa Sen. Chuck
Grassley announced a Senate investigation into whether six televangelists violated their organizations'
tax-exempt status by living lavishly
on the backs of small donors.
The Robertses were not among
the six. But those targeted include
three members of the school's
Board of Regents: Creflo Dollar, Kenneth Copeland and Benny
Hinn, all prominent televangelist.

CAMPUS POLICE BLOTTER

continued
Larceny
11/02/2007,5:00p.m.
Aggie Village
A male studentreported that his "In Focus"projector had
been removedfrom thesuite's commonarea. The projector
is valued at approximately $73188. There areno witnesses orsuspects in this case. Case remains open pending
interviews with theother suitemates.
Information
10/30/2007,5:30 a.m.
Off Campus
Two male students werearrestedforarmedrobbery at a
local restaurant. The two students were transported to jail,
processedand given secure bonds. There were no injuries.
There is furtherinformation. The GreensboroPolice
Department is investigating.

- Compiledby Tiffany Adams

Supreme Court won't intervene in
ex-Buffalo coach's claims against NCAA
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme report of its investigation in 2001
Court on Tuesday kept alive a lawand the school's ratification ofthe
suit by former Buffalo basketball report's findings defamed him and
coach Tim Cohane, who claims the destroyed his ability to pursue his
NCAA and the school colluded to occupation. After seven seasons as
use arecruitment scandal to defame the team's coach, he was forced to
him and destroy his ability to coach resign in 1999.
basketball.
The NCAA infractions commitThe court declined to hear an aptee ruled that Cohane and his staff
peal brought by the NCAA, which broke rules by working out prosaid the case should be dismissed.
spective recruits in scrimmages,
Cohane argued that the NCAA's observing practices out of season,

■m

JT
m

using others to scout opponents
and letting players make long-distance phone calls for free from the
school.
The NCAA punished the school
by imposing a two-year probation
and limiting the university to eight
official paid visits by recruits for
two years rather than the usual 12
paid visits.
A U.S. district judge earlier
ruled that Cohane could not even

*

i

1

*

try to prove that the NCAA joined
with the New York state school to
deprive Cohane of the chance to
continue his profession without due

process

The 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Manhattan reinstated Cohane's claims against the
NCAA.

The case is NCAA v. Cohane,

07-107.

Maybe I should wri ite for the paper..

1

the campus kitchens project
communication

Ph.D./m.a

communication management m.c.m

global communication m.a./msc
journalism m.a PRINT/BROADCAST/ONLINE

-

welcome to the newest
classroom on campus:
the kitchen.

public diplomacy m.p.d.
specialized journalism m a.
strategic public relations m.a

Fight hunger in your community!

Email:
info@campuskitchens.org

on-campus media outlets

www.Gampuskitchens.org
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Oil spill in San Francisco Bay
BY ERICA WERNERAND
MARCUS WOHLSEN

Organ Donors may be
infected with AIDS and HIV
BYLINDSEYTANNER

ASSOCIATED PRESSWRITERS

ASSOCIATED PRESSWRITER

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
A lawyer for the ship pilot under
investigation in San Francisco
Bay's biggest oil spill in nearly two decades said his client
didn't immediately realize the
severity ofthe crash that led to
the leak.
Capt. John Cota was helming
the cargo ship when it struck a
bridge support last week, opening a 90-foot gash in the hull
that dumped 58,000 gallons into
the bay, fouling miles of coastline and killing dozens of shorebirds
"He has told me you could
hardly feel anything on the ship
and he must have assumed from
that that there wasn't much
damage," said John Meadows,
an attorney for Cota.
At the time, Cota had radioed authorities to report the vessel had "touched" the bridge,
according to an official with
knowledge ofthe investigation.
"Traffic, we just touched the
delta span," Cota said, according to the official, who spoke
on condition of anonymity because of the ongoing criminal
probe. Cota was referring to
one of four supports beneath
the San Francisco-Oakland Bay
Bridge's western section.
Federal prosecutors investigating the incident are focusing
on problems involving management and communication between the officers on the ship's
bridge at the time. Among other
things, the ship was under new
ownership and management,
and the crew's experience on
the vessel appears to have been
limited, officials said.
Investigators want to know if
the ship's pilot played down the
incident, preventing authorities
from relaying accurate information to the public.
"The comments made or
the actions taken by individuals are all things that they could
be held accountable for," Rear
Adm. Craig Bone, the top Coast

—

PHOTO BY (KURT ROGERS) • (AP PHOTO)
(BAY OIL SPILL) SanFrancisco Bay's biggest oil spill in two decades

Guard officer in California, said Regal Stone, which owns the
Cosco Busan, said the company
Monday.
Sr. Chief Petty Officer Keith was eager to hear the results of
the investigation.
Alholm, a Coast Guard spokes"From the beginning of the
man, said "one of the aspects
ofthe investigation is, were the incident, Regal Stone has come
reports made accurate" after the forward and been veryproactive
and engaged with law enforcecollision.
Scott Schools, the acting ment officials," Wilson said.
"We take our job of environU.S. attorney for Northern California, confirmed that his office mental stewardship very seriwas asked to investigate, but de- ously."
The type of oil that spilled
clined to elaborate.
so-called bunker fuel, that is
Crew members were questioned on board the vessel, the sticky, packed with pollutants
is
Cosco Busan. Bone said the and slow to break down
owners and operators ofthe ship an ecological nightmare for the
would unquestionably face civil water, say environmentalists.
The spill inspired the group
penalties.
"I know we have a civil Friends ofthe Earth to ask Conpenalty just because we have gress to ban the use of bunker
a spill," he said. "There will at fuel.
"Bunker fuel is the dirtiest
least be a civil penalty action, if
not a criminal."
fuel on the planet," said Teri
Shore, campaign director for
Darrell Wilson, a representative for Hong Kong-based the marine program at Friends

—

—

ofthe Earth, which has started a
petition drive seeking a ban.
Bunker fuel is a byproduct of
oilrefining, a process that separates lighter, cleaner, more commercially valuable liquids like
gasoline and kerosene.
Its main advantage to the
shipping industry is that it's
cheap
a cost-effective option
for massive ship engines can
burn fuels other engines can't
use.
But if bunker fuel spills,
it gums up beaches, marshes
and other ecosystems. Animals
mistake it for food or ingest it
as they try to clean their coats,
and the oil breaks through the
waterproof fur or feathers that
keep them dry, exposing them
to hypothermia, said Gary Shigenaka, with the emergency response division of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

—

10-year-old Wal-Mart reduces prices to increase sales
boy admits
_
starting fire
BY MARCUS KABEL

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

—

A
LOS ANGELES (AP)
10-year-old boy who admitted
starting a 38,000-acre fire last
month that destroyed 21 homes
in northern Los Angeles County
will not be charged, prosecutors
said Tuesday.
There was no evidence of
intent by the boy who accidentally ignited brush outside his
home by playing with matches,
the Los Angeles County District
Attorney's Office said in a statement.

Authorities are referring the
case to the Department of Children and Family Services to
determine if fiirther steps are
necessary. No other information
about the investigation was released because the case involves
a minor.
The blaze was among more
than a dozen major wildfires
that blackened over 800 square
miles from Los Angeles to the
Mexican border. In all, 10 people were killed directly by the
wildfires.
About a week after the fires
were ignited, sheriff's department officials announced that
they had interviewed the boy,
who lived with his family in a
trailer home on a ranch in Santa
Clarita, and that he acknowledged starting the blaze.
Officials presented the case
to the district attorney's office,
but law experts had said prosecutors would have trouble getting a conviction against the boy
because it would be difficult to
prove intent to cause harm.

BENTONVILLE, Ark.
(AP) A year after its worst
holiday sales season ever,
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. may rebound to have a good season
after finding the right mix of
merchandise and marketing
to complement its return to a
focus on low prices.
A whiff of this already
showed up when the nation's
largest retailer posted thirdquarter earnings Tuesday of
$2.86 billion, an 8 percent
rise that beat Wall Street expectations.
The company earned 70
cents per share, up from 62
cents per share in the same
period a year ago. The 70
cents includes an after-tax
gain equal to 1 cent per
share. Analysts surveyed by
Thomson Financial had forecast earnings of 67 cents per
share on revenue of $91.67
billion
Wal-Mart had revenue of
$91.95 billion in the period
ending Oct. 31, up 8.8 percent from $84.47 billion a
yearago.

Wal-Mart shares spiked
$2.65, or 6.1 percent, to close
at $45.97 Tuesday.
Retail experts say WalMart's flagship U.S. stores
may be in the midst of a
turnaround after two years of
a zigzag course between upscale and discount goods that
has slowed sales growth.
Third-quarter sales at
stores open at least a year,
not counting fuel, were up
1.5 percent in the company's
U.S. stores, same as a year
ago. The company expects
same-store sales for the
fourth quarterto rise no more
than 2 percent.
Michael R Niemira, chief
economist and director of research for the International

Council of Shopping Centers, is getting it right after a period
said an uncertain economy will oflosing its edge.
Edwards said Wal-Mart is
send more shoppers to discountthe right mix of merfinding
ers for holiday purchases. Even
that people want at
lower
income
chandise
Wal-Mart's
core
if
shoppers spend less, consumers competitive discount prices and
with more money are likely to doing so in remodeled stores
switch to discounters including with friendlier service. It has
also changed its marketing to
Wal-Mart, he said.
At the same time, Niemira advertise those points, she said.
"The interesting thing is that
said Wal-Mart is working to address past problems.
they have itright, and they have
"I actually think they may itright at what I believe is goperform remarkably well this ing to be the right time," she
said. As the housing and credit
holiday season," Niemira said.
crunch squeeze middle income
Last November, Wal-Martreported its first negative monthly consumers, they will probably
same-store sales in a decade as stretch their dollars by trading
a push into higher-end fashion down to discount stores, like
and home decor sold poorly they did when the tech bubble
burst in 2000, Edwards said.
and muddied its low-price imPresident and Chief Execuage. For the period November
through January, which includes tive Officer Lee Scott said the
company is showing improving
most sales from gift cards redeemed after the holidays, trends in sales of home and apsame-store sales growth slowed parel, an area in which Wal-Mart
to 1.3 percent last year from 7.2 unsuccessfully sought to market to higher-income shoppers.
percent in 2001-02.
Wal-Mart's early start in Wal-Mart has switched back to
this year's holiday came under its emphasis on price.
"During the Christmas and
a cloud when it reported October same-store sales were flat holiday season, our price leadfor the namesake stores, minus ership position will benefit both
Sam's Clubs, on the back ofunour customers and the company.
seasonably warm weather that We have set the stage for a suchit sales of clothes and other cessful fourth quarter," Scott
said in a recorded call Tuesday.
seasonal goods.
Wal-Mart expects earnings
But Craig R. Johnson, president of consultancy Customer for the fourth quarter to be beGrowth Partners, said Wal-Mart tween 99 cents per share and
has started a turnaround that is $1.03 per share. Earnings for
based in part on attractive prices the full year should be between
$3.13 and $3.17, including a $40
on name-brand items in electronics and toys, two key holi- million restructuring charge, the
company said. Analysts project
day categories.
"My sense is that they are quarterly earnings per share of
on the turnaround trail and that $1.02 and full-year profit of
they will have a decent, a solid $3.09 per share.
Wal-Mart's specials included
if not spectacular Christmas,"
Johnson said.
a Toshiba high-definition DVD
player for $98.97. Johnson
Even some Wal-Mart skepsaid it was an excellent move
tics are coming around. Portfolio manager Patricia Edwards because it offered something
people actually want at a steep
from Wentworth, Hauser & Violich in Seattle, which sold most discount to previous pricing upif its Wal-Mart stock in 2005, ward of $250.
said she now believes the chain

A
CHICAGO (AP)
troubling case in which a
high-risk organ donor infected four patients with the
AIDS virus and hepatitis has
led medical ethicists to warn
that patients need to know
more about whose organs
they're getting.
Public health officials
said Tuesday the Chicago
case is the first known instance of HIV transmission
through organ transplants
since 1986.
It's also the first ever
known instance in which one
organ donor has spread hepatitis C and HIV at the same
time, said Dr. Matt Kuehnert
of the federal Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
The CDC and other public health officials are investigating the Chicago cases.
But they emphasized
that the risk of getting any
disease from transplanted
organs is less than 0.01 percent. Noting that more than
400,000 transplants have occurred nationwide in the past
two decades, they called the
transplant system safe.
But it's not 100 percent
safe: Standard testing failed
to detect HIV in the Chicago
case. People waiting for organs should be told as much
pertinent information as possible about potential donors,
said University of Pennsylvania medical ethicist Art
Caplan.
Transplant surgeons generally decide what information is given to patients and
their families. Sometimes it's
not much because ofthe circumstances — patients are
very sick, organs are scarce
and usable for only a short
time, Caplan said.
"You really have to put
your faith in the transplant
surgeon," agreed Ronald
Taubman, who received a
kidney-pancreas transplant
six years ago.
the suburban Los Angeles man said he rejected one
kidney because of concerns
raised by his doctor, and was
lucky that a better one became available.
But Caplan noted that not
all patients have that choice.
"It's obviously very, very
difficult because the availability of organs is such that
if you pass, there's a possibility you won't get one,"
he said. Still, the Chicago
case shows that to make an
informed decision, patients
"have a right to more information" than doctors often
give, Caplan said.
Not every aspect of a
potential donor's life is fair
game, but patients have a
right to know "if a donor
dropped dead in a bathhouse
with a needle in his arm,"
Caplan said.

It's not clear why the donor
in the Chicago case was considered high-risk, or how much
the four patients were told. But
University ofMinnesota ethicist
Jeffrey Kahn said it underscores
the importance of the consent
process "and an individual's
right to decide what's right for
them."

Officials declined Tuesday
to identify the Chicago patients,
the donor or what organs were
transplanted.
The four patients got their organs in January at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital, Rush University Medical Center and the
University of Chicago Medical
Center. Two had then operation
at the University of Chicago
hospital.
That hospital issued a statement Tuesday saying the donor
died after "traumatic injury" but
wouldn't provide more detail.
The cases came to light within the past two weeks after one
of the patients was evaluated
for a possible "re-transplant"
and had blood tests, the hospital
said.
A screening questionnaire

revealed that the donor had engaged in high-risk behaviors,
said Alison Smith of Gift of
Hope Organ & Tissue Donor
Network, the Elmhurst, 111.,
group that procured the organs.
She declined to elaborate, citing
privacy concerns.
High-risk behaviors include
gay men having sex within the
past five years, people having
sex for money or drugs within
the past five years, and intravenous use of recreational drugs
within the past five years. The
CDC says people in any ofthese
categories should be excluded
as organ donors unless the need
outweighs the risks.
The Chicago hospitals were
told that the donor was highrisk, but none would say what
information was relayed to the
patients or their families.
Initial tests on the donor for,
HIV, hepatitis and other conditions came back negative, most
likely because the donor had acquired the infections in the last
three weeks before death.
Ittakes 22 days from the time,
to HIV for antibodexposure
of
ies to be picked up in the standard HIV test. During that time,
a person can still be infectious.
Because of that lag, there's
growing support for a newer
costlier test that can detect the
virus earlier but takes several
hours longer to get results.
Not many centers use it, including the Gift of Hope. Because ofthe Chicago cases, momentum favoring it likely will
grow, said Dr. Michael Millis,
chief of transplantation at the
University of Chicago Medical
Center.
"We have to reassure the
person that's coming in for a
transplant tomorrow that the
transplant system is safe," said
Millis, who supports use of the
newer test. "Can we do better? I
think we can."

Two Philly undercover cops shot
BYJOANN L0VIGLI0
ASSOCIATED PRESSWRITER

PHILADELPHIA (AP)
— Two undercover narcotics officers were shot Tuesday evening while trying to
serve a warrant, the latest in
a spate of shootings at police
that has left one city officer
dead this year.
One officer was shot in
the leg, the other was hit in
the hip. Both were reported
to be in stable condition at
different hospitals. "Both of
them are very, very lucky,"
police Commissioner Sylvester Johnson said.
The suspected gunman
was believed to be still inside
a house where the shooting
occurred in northeast Philadelphia, Johnson said.
The commissioner said
police trying to serve the
warrant rang the door bell
twice and then used a battering ram on the door. The
shooter then fired through a

window, he said,
The injured plainclothes officers were wearing badges,
Johnson said. They were being
assisted by uniformed officers
positioned at the front and the
back ofthe house. The injured
officers' names were not immediately released.
Mayor John F. Street decried
what he called a "deterioration
ofrespect for law and order and
for our police department" and
urged lawmakers to help the city
get illegal guns offthe streets.
"It's outrageous," mayorelect Michael Nutter said. "We
have to get the word out that we
willnot tolerate people shooting
Philadelphia police officers."
The shootings happened less
than two weeks after Officer
Chuck Cassidy, 54, was shot
when he walked in on a robbery
at a doughnut shop on Oct. 31.
He diedthe next day. A suspect
was arrested days later in Miami
and is now in custody in Philadelphia.
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$1.3 trillion spent on Iraq War
BY JEANNINE AVERSA
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The economic costs ofthe wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan are estimated to total $1.6 trillion —
roughly double the amount the
White House has requested thus
far, according to a new report by
Democrats on Congress' Joint
Economic Committee.

The report, released Tuesday, attempted to put a price tag
on the two conflicts, including
"hidden" costs such as interest
payments on the money borrowed to pay for the wars, lost
investment, the expense oflongterm health care for injured veterans and the cost of oil market
disruptions.
The $1.6 trillion figure, for
the period from 2002 to 2008,
translates into a cost of $20,900
for a family of four, the report
said. The Bush administration
has requested $804 billion for
the Iraq and Afghanistan wars
combined, the report stated.
For the Iraq war only, total
economic costs were estimated
at $1.3 trillion for the period
from 2002 to 2008. That would
cost a family of four $16,500,
the report said.
Future economic costs would
be even greater. The report estimated that both wars would
cost $3.5 trillion between 2003
and 2017. Under that scenario,
it would cost a family of four
$46,400, the report said.
The report, from the committee's Democratic majority,
was not vetted with Republican
members. Democratic leaders
in Congress, including Senate

Majority Leader Harry Reid, tive trend and one that we —
D-Nev., seized on the report to well, it's positive and we hope
criticize Bush's war strategy. it is a trend that will take hold,"
The White House countered that Perino said
the report was politically motiIsrael Klein, spokesman for
the Joint Economic Commitvated.
"This report was put out by tee, took issue with the White
Democrats on Capitol Hill. This House's characterization of the
committee is known for being panel's report.
"Instead of dealing with the
partisan and political. They did
not consult or cooperate with substance of this report, the
the Republicans on the comWhite House is once again trymittee. And so I think it is an ing to deflect attention away
attempt to muddy the waters from the blistering costs ofthis
on what has been some positive war in Iraq," Klein said. "This
developments being reported report uses the nonpartisan CBO
out of Iraq," said White House (Congressional Budget Office)
press secretary Dana Perino. "I budget estimates and was prehaven't seen the report, but it's pared by the JEC's professional
obvious the motivations behind economists using the same proit."
cess this committee has always
The report comes as the used, regardless of which party
House and Senate planned to is in the majority."
However, the committee's
vote this week on another effort
by Democrats to set a deadline top-ranking Republican memfor withdrawing troops from bers — Sen. Sam Brownback
Iraq as a condition for providing of Kansas and Rep. Jim Saxton
another $50 billion for the war. of New Jersey — called on the
Reid said the report "is anDemocratic leadership to "withdraw this defective report." A
other reminder of how President Bush's stubborn refusal to joint statement from the two Republican lawmakers said the rechange course in Iraq and congressional Republicans' willing- port is a "thinly veiled exercise
ness to rubber stamp his failed in political hyperbole masquerading as academic research."
strategy — has real consequences at home for all Americans."
White House Budget DirecPerino, while acknowledging tor Jim Nussle accused Demothe dangers in Iraq, defended crats of"trying to distort reality
Bush's stance.
for political gain."
Oil prices have surged since
"Obviously itremains a dangerous situation in Iraq. But the start of the war, from about
the reduction in violence, the $37 a barrel to well over $90 a
increased economic capacity barrel in recent weeks, the report said. "Consistent disrupofthe country, as well as, hopefully, some continued political tions from the war have affected
reconciliation that is moving oil prices," although the Iraq
from the bottom up, is a posi- war is not responsible for all
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of the increase in oil prices, the

report said.

Still, the report estimated
that high oil prices have hit U.S.
consumers in the pocket, transferring "approximately $124
billion from U.S. oil consumers
to foreign (oil) producers" from
2003 to 2008, the report said.
High oil prices can slow
overall economic growth if that
chills spending and investment
by consumers and businesses.
At the same time, high oilprices
can spread inflation throughout
the economy if companies decide to boost the prices of many
other goods and services.
Meanwhile, "the sum of interest paid on Iraq-related debt
from 2003 to 2017 will total
over $550 billion," the report
said. The government has to
make interest payments on the
money it borrows to finance the
national debt, which recently hit
$9 trillion for the first time.
The report was obtained by
The Associated Press before
its release. An earlier draft of
the report, which also had been
obtained by The AP, had put the
economic cost of the Iraq and
Afghanistan wars slightly lower, at $1.5 trillion.
"What this report makes
crystal clear," said Joint Economic Committee Chairman
Sen. Chuck Schumer, D-N.Y.,
"is that the cost to our country
in lives lost and dollars spent is
tragically unacceptable." Rep.
Carolyn Maloney, D-N.Y., the
panel's vice chair, said of the
Iraq war: "By every measure,
this war has cost Americans far
too much."

STD rates on the rise
BY MIKE STOBBE
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
ATLANTA (AP) — More
than 1 million cases ofchlamydia were reported in the
United States last year —
the most ever reported for a
sexually transmitted disease,
federal health officials said
Tuesday.

Officials at the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention said they think better
and more intensive screening accounts for much of
the increase, but added that
chlamydia was not the only
sexually transmitted disease
on the rise.
Gonorrhea rates are jumping again after hitting a record low, and an increasing
number of cases are caused
by a "superbug" version resistant to common antibiotSyphilis is rising, too. The
rate ofcongenital syphilis —
which can deform or kill babies — rose for the first time

in 15 years.
"Hopefully we will not
see this turn into a trend,"
said Dr. Khalil Ghanem, an
infectious diseases specialist at Johns Hopkins University's School ofmedicine.
The CDC releases a report each year on chlamydia,
gonorrhea and syphilis, three
diseases caused by sexually
transmitted bacteria.
Chlamydia is the most
common. Nearly 1,031,000
cases were reported last year,
up from 976,000 the year before.
The count broke the single-year record for reported
cases of a sexually transmitted disease, which was
1,013,436 cases of gonorrhea, set in 1978.
Putting those numbers
into rates, there were about
348 cases of chlamydia per
100,000 people in 2006, up
5.6 percent from the 329 per
100,000 rate in 2005.
Since 1993, the CDC has
recommended annual screening in sexually active women
ages 15 to 25. Meanwhile,
urine and swab tests for the
bacteria are getting better
and are used more often, for
men as well as women, said

Dr. John M. Douglas Jr., director of the CDC's Division of
Sexually Transmitted Disease
Prevention.
About three-quarters of
women infected with chlamydia
have no symptoms. Left untreated, the infection can spread
and ultimately can lead to infertility. It's easily treated if caught
early.
Health officials believe as
many as 2.8 million new cases
may actually be occurring each
year, he added.
Chlamydia infection rates are
more than seven times higher in
black women then whites, and
more than twice as high in black
women than Hispanics. But it's
a risk women ofall races should
consider, CDC officials said.
"If (health care) providers
think young women in their
practice don't have chlamydia,
they should think again," said
Dr. Stuart Berman, a CDC epidemiologist.
The gonorrhea story is somewhat different.
In 2004, the nation's gonorrhea rate fell to 112.4 cases per
100,000 people in 2004, the
lowest level since the government started tracking cases in
1941.
But since then, health officials have seen two consecutive
years of increases. The 2006
rate
about 121 per 100,000
— represents a 5.5 percent increase from 2005.
Health officials don't know
exactly how many superbug cases there were among the more
than 358,000 gonorrhea cases
reported in 2006. But a surveillance project of 28 cities found
that 14 percent were resistant to
ciprofloxacin and other medicines in the fluoroquinolones
class ofantibiotics.
Similar samples found that 9
percent were resistant to those
antibiotics in 2005, and 7 percent were resistant in 2004. The
appearance ofthe superbug has
been previously reported, and
the CDC is April advised doctors to stop using those drugs
against gonorrhea.
Douglas said it doesn't look
like the superbugs are the reason
for gonorrhea's escalating numbers overall, but they're not sure
what is driving the increase.
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As of Tuesday, Nov. 13,
2007, at least 3,861 members of
the U.S. militaryhave died since
the beginning ofthe Iraq war in
March 2003, according to an Associated Press count. The figure
includes eight military civilians.
At least 3,147 died as a result of
hostile action, according to the
military's numbers.
The AP count is three higher
than the Defense Department's
tally, last updated Tuesday at 10
a.m. EST.
The British military has reported 171 deaths; Italy, 33;
Ukraine, 18; Poland, 21; Bulgaria, 13; Spain, 11; Denmark,
seven; El Salvador, five; Slovakia, four; Latvia, three; Estonia,
Netherlands, Thailand, Romania, two each; and Australia,
Hungary, Kazakhstan, South
Korea, one death each.
Since the start ofU.S. military operations in Iraq, 28,451
U.S. service members have
been wounded in hostile action,
according to the Defense Department's weekly tally.
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Bhutto calls for General to resign
BY MATTHEW ROSENBERG
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

—

LAHORE, Pakistan (AP)

Opposition leader Benazir
Bhutto on Tuesday called on
President Gen. Pervez Musharraf to resign and ruled out serving under him in a future government after she was placed
under house arrest for the second time in five days.
With the political turmoil
deepening, Deputy Secretary
of State John Negroponte was
headed to Pakistan and expected
to reiterate Washington's calls
for Musharraf to lift the state of
emergency.

The Bush administration offered a measured response to

Bhutto's remarks.
"We remain concerned
(but) we are hopeful that moder-

...

ate elements would join together," White House spokeswoman
Dana Perino said. Pakistan
should get back on a path to
democracy and "the political
parties in Pakistan should all be
working together toward that
goal," she said.
Musharraf s critics and chief
international backers, including the United States, have said
the restrictions imposed by the
military leader — such as on independent media and rallies —
would make ithard to hold a fair
vote in upcoming parliamentary
elections.
Bhutto was trapped in a padlocked house surrounded by
thousands ofriot police, trucks,
tractors loaded with sand, and a
row of metal barricades topped
with barbed wire. She said it
was now likely her Pakistan
People's Party would boycott
the January elections and ruled

out serving a term as prime minister under Musharraf.
"I simply won't be able to
believe anything he said to me,"
she told reporters by telephone
from the house in Lahore where
shewas held to prevent herleading a protest procession.
Her comments appeared to
bury hopes of the political rivals forming a pro-U.S. alliance
against rising Islamic extremism. They had held months of
talks that paved the way for
Bhutto's return from exile last
month to contest the parliamentary elections.
But
Railways Minister
Sheikh Rashid Ahmed, a close
Musharraf ally, said he doubted Bhutto had closed the door
completely to any cooperation
with the general.
"She talks one thing but walks
in a different way," Ahmed said,
saying her comments were a reaction to declining public support for her party. "She knows
the election result will be different from what she thought. That
is why she is trying to create a
disturbance."
In the southern city of Karachi, Bhutto supporters fired
on two police stations in a poor
district where her party is popular, and police used tear gas to
disperse demonstrators, senior
police officer Fayyaz Khan said.
A 9-year-old boy and a 22-yearold woman were wounded in
crossfire between demonstrators
and police, witnesses said.
Bhutto told the private Geo
TV network that Musharrafwas
a hurdle to democracy and must
resign both as president and
army chief.
She accused Musharraf of
imposing effective martial law

when he declared emergency
rule Nov. 3 — suspending citizens' rights and rounding up
thousands of his opponents.
Musharraf said the restrictions
were needed to bolster the fight
against the Taliban and al-Qaida.
In an interview with The
New York Times on Tuesday,
Musharraf said Bhutto "has no
right" to ask him to resign, and
said she was exaggerating her
popular support.
"Let's start the elections and
let's see whether she wins,"
Musharraf said.
Negroponte's trip to Pakistan
was pre-planned and part of a
regular strategic dialogue with
Pakistan, a key ally in the U.S.led war on terror, said U.S. Embassy spokeswoman Elizabeth
Colton.
Authorities mounted a massive security operation to prevent Bhutto from leading a 175mile procession to the capital,
Islamabad, to press for an end
to emergency rule. Officers detained scores ofher supporters,
including several lawmakers,
who approached the barricades
shouting slogans including "Go,
Musharraf, go!" and "Prime

Bhutto said once she was
freed from detention, she would
work to forge a broad alliance
including Nawaz Sharif — a
longtime rival and fellow former prime minister who shares
her wish to endmilitary rule.
Sharif was ousted by Musharraf in the 1999 coup that
brought the general to power.
He tried to return to Pakistan in
September but was immediately
deported.
Speaking from exile in Saudi
Arabia, Shariftold The Associated Press that he believed the
opposition was "beginning to

ning to attack her in Lahore.
Bhutto was targeted by an
Oct. 18 suicide attack on a
homecoming procession in the
southern city ofKarachi as she
returned from years in exile.
She was unscathed, but the blast
killed 145 others.
She was put under house
arrest in Islamabad on Friday
to prevent her from addressing a rally in the nearby city of
Rawalpindi, where authorities
issued similar warnings.
WithMusharraflosing popularity because of growing disaffection with military rule, U.S.
get together."
officials encouraged him to recBhutto said she saw no pros- oncile with Bhutto in hope of
pect ofachieving political powkeeping a U.S.-friendly adminer by cooperating with Musharistration in control ofthe nucleraf s administration.
ar-armed nation where militants
"Now we've come to the are orchestrating attacks inside
conclusion that even if we get the country and across the borpower, it will just be a show of der in Afghanistan.
power. It won't be substantive
Extinguishing that prospect
would put extra strain on Mushpower," Bhutto said.
"It seems unlikely that the arraf s relations with WashingPeople's Party will participate ton, which is also pressing him
in the upcoming elections," she to quithis army post.
said, describing the vote as a
Musharraf, a key U.S. ally
"stage-managed show" to return in fighting al-Qaida and Talithe ruling party to power.
ban, has set no time limit for
Other Bhutto supporters the emergency, which has also
went ahead with the procession resulted in a ban on rallies and
Minister Benazir!"
without her.
the blacking out ofindependent
Bhutto's
Shah Mahmood Qureshi, TV networks.
spokeswoman,
He signaled Sunday that he
Sherry Rehman, said the for- president of Bhutto's party for
mer prime minister was stuck in Punjab, said he was leading a wanted to hold the elections
the house with a handful of top column of200 vehicles from Lawith the restrictions in place,
aides. She said Punjab's provinhore, but they had been stopped raising major doubts about the
cial government had attached by police about 55 miles from vote's credibility.
the seven-day detention order as the city and hundreds ofpeople
The emergency came shortly
well as several padlocks to the were detained. There was no before the Supreme Court was
front gate.
immediate confirmation from due to rule on the legality of
Aftab Cheema, chief of opofficials ofthe arrests.
Musharraf's recent re-election
erations of Lahore police, said
Police initially said they for a new presidential term, and
Bhutto would not be allowed to ramped up security around critics say it was a tactic to oust
leave the house, which was de- Bhutto because of intelligence independent-minded judges and
clared a "sub-jail."
that a suicide bomber was plan- prolong his eight-year rule.

Iran accuse
five Argentines
for false

accusations

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Iran accused five Argentines
with falsely implicating a
group ofIranians in the 1994
terrorist bombing ofa Jewish
community center in Buenos Aires, state IRNA news
agency said Tuesday.
Tehran ordered the five
who live in Argentina to appear in an Iranian court. The
action came a week after Interpol put four Iranians and
one Lebanese man on its
most-wanted list forthe 1994
blast that killed 85 people
and wounded 200. The move
was in response to a request
from Argentina.
IRNA, in a report carried
on its English-language Web
site, said the five Argentines
who must appear at the Tehran Justice Department are
former Interior Minister Carlos Corach; president ofthe
Jewish center Ruben Beraja;
Judge Juan Jose Galeano;
prosecutor Eamon Mullen
and a fifth man, identified
only as Jose Barbaccia.
The report cited Iranian
Deputy Prosecutor General,
Yadollah Alizadeh, as saying
Iran would demand Interpol
issue arrest warrants for them
if they do not appear.
IRNA said the men have
been "notified by the Argentine justice system to attend"
a hearing in Tehran to "hear
the charges against them."
No one has been brought
to justice for the July 18,
1994 bombing at the center
when an explosives-laden
van detonated, leveling the
seven-story building.
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National budget
spending increases in 2007

Bank ofAmerica
value decreases
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

—

Bank of
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP)
America Corp., the nation's second biggest bank, said Tuesday
it will take a $3 billion debtrelated writedown in the fourth
quarter and warned its losses
could grow as the market wrestles with the fallout from the
housing and mortgage-lending
slump.
Speaking at an investor conference in New York, chief financial officer Joe Price added that
the bank is also setting aside
more money for potential losses
but considers the losses "man-

ageable."

Bank ofAmerica is the latest of
several financial service companies to lower the value of its
lending portfolio in the wake
of the subprime lending crisis.
Last week, crosstown rival Wachovia Corp. marked down the
value of its loan-backed securities by about $1.1 billion.
Mortgage-related writedowns
across the banking industry
were more than $40 billion
in the third quarter, and the
fourth quarter could end up being worse. Along with Bank of
America and Wachovia, Citigroup Inc. has said it will write
down as much as $11 billion
and Morgan Stanley anticipates
a writedown of up to $6 billion
in the fourth quarter.
Both Bank of America and JPMorgan Chase & Co. said in filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission last week
that their fourth-quarter results
would suffer.
Price said Tuesday that Bank
of America does not intend to

update the estimate ofthe write-

down prior to the announcement
of fourth quarter results in early
January.
The latest writedown at Bank of
America involves the value of its
collateralized debt obligations,
which are complex instruments
that combine slices of different
kind of risk and are often backed
in part by subprime mortgages
as well as other loans.

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

high in dollar terms in 2004
the country's fiscal prob-

—

lems will start to worsen sigWASHINGTON (AP)—The govnificantly with the impending
ernment startedthe new budget retirement of 78 million baby
year with an October deficit of boomers, which will push up
$55.6 billion, up sharply from the cost ofSocial Security and
last year even though governhealth care.
ment revenues hit an all-time
For October, revenues tohigh for the month.
taled $178.2 billion, up 6.3
The Treasury Department percent from the same period
reported Tuesday that the defi- last year. Government spendcit for the first month in the ing was up an even faster
new budget year was up 12.6 7.7 percent to $233.7 billion,
percent from the imbalance in which was also a record for
October 2006.
oudays for the month of OcThe Congressional Budtober.
get Office is forecasting that
Part of the jumpin spending
the imbalance for the entire this October compared with a
year will show an improveyearago reflected the fact that
ment from last year, when the last year's quirk of the calendeficit fell to $162.8 billion, a dar shifted some of the Octofive-year low.
ber payments into the previous
The CBO is projecting that month because Oct. 1 fell on
the deficit for the current 2008 a weekend. That timing shift
budget year will decline to did not occur this year so the
$155 billion. But CBO is foreoutlays figure looked larger in
casting that deficits will begin comparison to October 2006.
to rise again in 2009 and some
The government's budget
private economists are calling outlook has improved in refor the imbalance to start riscent years because of strong
ing this budget year.
revenue growth, reflecting the
The 2007 deficit for the expanding economy. While
budget year that ended on revenues have risen for four
Sept. 30 was 34.4percent lowconsecutive years, private
er than the $248.2 billion defieconomists are forecasting
cit recorded in 2006, reflecting slower growth in revenues this
faster growth in government year, reflecting the slowdown
revenues than spending.
in the economy caused by a
The Bush administration severe slump in housing.
says the country is on track to Augustine Faucher, an econoaccomplishing the president's mist with Moody's Economy,
goal of eliminating the defi- com, said he looked for the
cit by 2012. But Democrats deficit for the current budget
contend that even with the imyear to rise to around $200
provement in the deficit in rebillion.
cent years — after an all-time
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Wall Street and Dow Jones climb overnight
BY LAUREN VILLAGRAN
AP BUSINESS WRITER

NEWYORK(AP)

—

Wall Street shot
higher Tuesday, lifting the Dow
Jones industrials nearly 320
points after reassuring news
from Goldman Sachs Group
Inc. and Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
quelled some of the market's
worst fears about the credit crisis and the economy. A plunge
in the price of oil gave investors further incentive to buy.
Goldman Sachs heartened investors with word that it didn't
expect a significant hit from
the subprime mortgage turmoil. Goldman Chief Executive Lloyd Blankfein, speaking
at a conference held by Merrill
Lynch & Co., said the bank has
a shortposition in the subprime
mortgage market and won't be
taking any significant charges
to write offlosses.

Goldman's news helped offset

an announcement from Bank
of America Corp., whichjoined
other big financial companies

including Citigroup Inc. and
Merrill Lynch that have recently revealed heavy writedowns
from soured mortgages; BofA
said it will record $3 billion in
pretax writedowns in the fourth
quarter.

Goldman's assessment was
the first substantial good news
from the financial services industry about a company's credit
exposure, and was comforting
to investors whose fears about
widening credit problems have
sent Wall Street plunging over
the past month.

"People just want to know
what's out there," said Todd
Leone, managing director of
equity trading at Cowen & Co.
"They want to feel like they're
being told the truth."
Meanwhile,

Wal-Mart,

the

world's largest retailer, reported third-quarter profit surpassed projections and hinted
that consumer spending might
be stronger than anticipated
this holiday shopping season.
The results also showed that
heavy discounting during the
period did not hurt margins,
which the company said bodes
well for the fourth quarter.
A sharp pullback in energy
prices also encouraged Wall
Street. Oil prices plummeted
after the International Energy
Agency reduced its expectations for demand in the fourth
quarter and next year and said
crude supplies are growing.
Light, sweet crude for December delivery fell $3.45 to settle
at $91.17 a barrel on the New
York Mercantile Exchange.
The Dow rose 319.54, or 2.46
percent, to 13,307.09.
A day earlier, a turbulentsession
pushed the Dow below 13,000
for the first time since August.
Tuesday's advance snapped a
four-day losing streak for the

Day.
Goldprices declined, settling at

ed third-quarter profit rose 13
percent. Results, which missed
Wall Street expectations, were
hurt by unseasonably warm

$799 an ounce on the Nymex.
It was the first close below
$800 since Nov. 2. The dollar early fall weather. Shares added
$1.10, or 3.8 percent, $30.42.
was mixed.
Home Depot Inc., the world's
Investors were expected to position their portfolios ahead of largest home improvement
key economic data out during chain, reported third-quarter
the week. Two key barometers results fell 26.8 percent beof inflation and the economy cause of the continuing slump
will be released, with the Lain the housing sector. Shares
bor Department's Producer rose 66 cents, up 2.3 percent, to
Price Index on Wednesday and $29.12.
the Consumer Price Index on Troubled lender Countrywide
Financial Corp. said total mortThursday.
News in the troubled housing gage origination volume fell
market was mixed Tuesday, 48 percent in October due to
but didn't spoil Wall Street's continued weakening of the
rally. The National Associamortgage market and the comtion of Realtors said its index pany's decision to cut down
for pending home sales edged on its subprime lending operations. However, shares rose 53
higher in September at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of cents, or 4 percent, to $13.72
0.2 percent to 85.7 from 85.5 in after Countrywide said it sigblue chip index.
August. It was the first increase nificantly reduced some of its
Broader indexes also rose since June. However, the trade riskier loans that triggered resharply Tuesday. The Standard group said it expects the market cent
financial problems.
& Poor's 500 index jumped
slump
to
worsen
into
2008.
The
Russell 2000 index of
41.87, or 2.91 percent, to
Goldman
shares
gained
$18.33,
comsmaller
companies rose 22.06,
1,481.05, and the Nasdaq
posite index gained 89.52, or or 8.5 percent, to $233.04, while or 2.88 percent, to 789.15.
3.46percent, to 2,673.65.
Bank of America added $2.29, Advancing issues led decliners
"Over the last week there has or 5.2 percent, to $46.27.
by roughly 5 to 1 on the New
been so much bloodshed on the
York Stock Exchange, where
Street, it'sfinally enticed people Wal-Mart spiked $2.65, or 6.1 consolidated volume came to
back to the market," said Ryan percent, to $45.97 after the re4.02 billion shares, down from
Larson, senior equity trader at tailer said quarterly profit rose Monday's 4.11 billion.
Voyageur Asset Management. 8 percent as it heads into the Overseas, Japan's Nikkei stock
"At some point, it's hard to turn holiday shopping season. Chief
average fell 0.46 percent and
your head when all these issues
Executive Officer Lee Scott Hong Kong's Hang Seng inbecome so cheap."
Bonds fell as investors moved said it has been a tough year for dex rose 0.50 percent. In Euback into stocks. The yield on consumers, but that the com- rope, Britain's FTSE 100 rose
the benchmark 10-year Trea- pany's new focus on pricing is 0.39 percent, Germany's DAX
index fell 0.38 percent, while
sury note rose to 4.26 percent paying off.
France's CAC-40 added 0.06
from 4.22 percent late Friday.
TJX Cos. — the operator of T.J. percent
The market was closed Monreportday in observance of Veterans Maxx and Marshalls —

The A&T Register is currently looking for writers. Attend the
contributors meetings on Wednseday @ 5 p.m. in NCB 328A.

Gibson Chiropractic
Accident & Injury
Center
Close to campus!
709 East Market Street
Suite 200B
Greensboro, NC 27401
David Gibson, DC
1994, Chiropractic Graduate, Dallas, Texas
1986,The Ohio State University, BS Mechanical

Engineering
Author, Lecturer, Health Care Practitioner

Same Day Appointments
Office Shuttle Transportation Available
No Auto injury Payments Expected Until Final

Settlement
Attorney Liens Accepted
Appointments available before class, between
classes, after classes

336-274-2520
Auto Accident Injuries, Work Injuries,
Headaches, Neck Pain, Back Pain, Shoulder
Pain, Numbness, Tingling, Disc Injuries
Don't Wait and Suffer in Pain.
Call 336-274-2520 to schedule an appointment

today.
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Beauty is only
skin deep...
eauty's only skin deep, ugly goes
straight to the bone; beauty soon will

JLM fade,

but ugly holds it's own." This
has to be one of the most true
statements ever written. Why is
it that as a society we have the
inability to digest that notion?
I was speaking with a group
offriends this past week and was
asked, "Why do women always
say they want a man, but then
when a good one comes along,
she turns her back to him?" A
complex answer; I believe that's T.SHAVONNE
what the young man who asked FORDHAM
me the question was waiting for.
It's funny though, because the answer to me is so
simple and clear. It is because people, both men
and women, choose to make most assessments
primarily based offwhat they see.
I believe it is safe to say that many stereotypes
are based on truths. There are often a lot of individuals who wear designer clothes all the time
and want the hottest "bling", and then after getting to know those people, it is painfully clear that
they are extremely concerned with money. In that
same way, if you continue to look for the same
type ofpotential mate (whether male or female)
the type that in a previous relationship hurt your
heart, it is possible that you may get hurt again.
I hurt for my friends, of both sexes, who are
beautiful individuals both insideand out, but can't
find anyone who will cherish their beauty because
it is beauty that is not perpetuated in the media
and society. Why, when doing a documentary,
did almost every guy I ask pick the picture ofthe
same female when asked which one they were
most attracted to? This girl, although very beautiful, is not more beautiful than any one friend that I
have. She is light-skinned, with straight hair, and
European features. According to the men, among
otherthings, she was the most attractive out ofthe
group ofnine friends I chose to photograph. All of
my friends have differentshapes, sizes, complexions, and looks; all ofthem are equally beautiful.
I would have loved for everyone to pick a different girl. Everyone is beautiful in a different
way. Why are there certain things you can hear
that often send you straight to a stereotypical
thought? Many people hear the word "fat" and
automatically think unattractive. They do not go
hand in hand, in the same way that light skinned
doesn't necessarily mean beautiful.
Thank God my boyfriend isn't looking for a
size 2, light-skinned woman, with long hair that
flows down the back, and a big-ole-booty. If he
were, I would have never gotten the chance to experience love in this way. But in the same token,
he thanks God that he wasn't looking for a size
2, light skinned, long haired girl, with a big-olebooty because if he was, he wouldn't have experienced my beauty.
I, like everyone else, possess a light. I may
not be the "American Beauty," but I am the very
face of God, which means I have a beauty that
is undefined but will live far beyond the day that
my physical beauty fades. I have the prettiest hair,
the baddest body, the most sincere smile, the most
gorgeous face because they are my own, and no
one else can have them the way I do. I believe
that to be true about every person. Everyone is
beautiful in his or her own way.
I don't know many people who look the same
as they did last year. As people, we are always
changing. More so than the changes ofthe seasons, our eternal being is never fixed. We lose,
we gain, we get bruised, we get wrinkles, but one
thing that can not be taken, and will not loose its
glory is the spirit within. That should be considered a lot more than it is.
Now, there is nothing wrong with the lightskinned, size 2, long haired girl, with a big-olebooty whose internal light makes her shine.
However, men and women need to stop settling for the top layer of skin, and start dissecting
to see what lies beneath the surface. Don't do it
for me, because I have a man, do itfor yourself so
that you can experience more thanjust a captivation ofthe eye. Maybe, through this quest for true
beauty, you'll end up experiencing a captivation of
the soul. Aren't we all worth more than our physical appearance? Won't our eyes lose their sight?
Won't our bones lose their strength? Our hair will
turn gray and our skin will lose its elasticity. But
the beauty ofthe spirit lives on forever.

T. Shavonne Fordham is a junior Journalism major.
She can be reached attshavonnefordham@gmail.com
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We're still friends, right?
College creates lasting friendships but we shouldn't forget the people in our pasts

We

all have our reasons
for venturing off into the
world that is college.
For some of us, it is an escape
from the life we were born into
while for others, it's a chance to
further our education in order to attain those high-paying jobs we read
about in Fortune or see on television. All in all, college is a great
place to do all these things, including finding yourself and making
new friends.
We create bonds here with peo-

coming to college because that
meant leaving behind a lot ofchildhood friends. For
all practical purposes, they were a
part ofmy family.
We spent a lot
ROSA M.
of time together
and I had grown
WARREN
accustomed
to
being with them.Making friends
all over again was difficult, while
building and gaining trust was a

ple just like us, becoming the best
offriends almost two months later. transition in itself.
But what about the friends you
Before leaving we told each
already have; your homegirls or other to keep in touch and that this
homeboys at home who might not new distance between us would not
have made it to college or attend a affect our friendship. In many of
school thousands ofmiles away?
these cases we were wrong.
What happens to that bond, that
Those from back home that I
friendship? Is it gone forever or just called "my friends" seemed to slowtemporarily put on hold until you ly drift out of my life. Our friendreturn home on break?
ship hangs on, by a thin thread, due
Personally, I thought it was hard to random Facebook messages, a

call, or a text message out of the
blue.
For me, one ofthe hardest things
about college was losing touch with
old acquaintances forever. Sadly,
there are many people I have had
no contact with at all since leaving
for college. Now, all we have are
memories and old photos.
Does that mean that distance
defines a friendship? Does how far
away we are from a person determine the status of our friendship?
It is like we become so accustomed to our "new" friends being
with us everyday that we tend to neglect, or in some cases forgetabout,
the friends we have back home.
They in a sense become nothing
more than distantmemories.
Then the question is posed,
"Whose fault is it?" I believe fault
lies on both sides. We make a poor
effort to contact one another. I would
rather write them on Facebook than
pick up the phone to call.

Maybe that's just me. Other excuses sometimes include'Tm too
busy", "I have homework to catch
up on", "I'm out with other friends"
or simply "I don't feel like it."
Ironically, we called each other
almost everyday back home. Maybe it was because we went to the
same school, lived two blocks over,
or grew so used to being around
each other that the thought of losing
contact never crossed our minds.
Now we tend to make these false
promises. Though not intentionally,
these promises create hope, and
where there is hope, there is always
room for disappointment.
At the end of the day we need
to do better. It's hard to find good
friendships, so when you do don't
let some 2,000 miles break it apart.
Rosa M. Warren is a sophomore

Print Journalism major. She can be
reached at rmwarren@ncat.edu

I've been shagged! Someone stole my MOJO
It

sucks to have something stolen from you. Ask Austin Powers, he knows.
In 1999, someone "shagged"
Austin Powers and stolehis "mojo".
Austin Powers' mojo is what gave
him the ability to thwart off Dr.
Evil and restore good. I sat back
and thought about it and I realized
that the students ofA&T have been
"shagged" and we have lost our
M.O.J.O.

That is right my fellow peers.
We have lost our Motivation, Optimism, Judgment, and Orientation.
Ironically, the spy who shagged
us is not foreign to our campus.
We have shagged ourselves. You
can stop reading now if this does
not pertain to you, but after several
introspective views of myself, and
what is happening at our school, I
realized this is relevant to everyone.
We have lost our M.O.J.O., now its
time to get it back. Otherwise, the
very things that stand against this
university will soon claim victory.
Motivation comes not only from
deep within, but also from the encouragement of others. We do not
do that anymore my fellow peers.
We spend a lot oftime tearing each
other down instead ofbuilding each
other up and motivating each other
to be the very proud esteemed Aggies that we are meant to be.
Think about how often many of
us have said that the football team is
terrible. How many of us have taken the time to go to them as fellow
peers and try to encourage them?
How many times have we seen
our fellow peers take an active role
in leadership but yet instead of trying to encourage them we criticize
them?
If we keep tearing each other
down, this campus will not be filled
with the passionate students A&T is
known for, but with shallow, insecure, spiteful people that will step
on each other to get ahead only to
trip and fall in a perpetual cycle
lending itself to a slow death ofAggie Pride.
The only way to achieve our motivation ofeach other again is to get
over the "me" mentality. Many of
us have a mindset that it is all about
us. However, let me remind you
that even if you think no one has
helped you get where you are, you

MARVIN Q.

JONES JR.

are sadly mistaken. Someone has
done something
for you, and until that mindset is
broken we cannot
reach out and motivate one another.
The only way to
break the cycle is
to actually try to
encourage

your

fellow Aggies. Stepping outside the
convenience ofisolation and building a community of motivation is
what we need to do. We are meant
to achieve great goals, but it cannot
happen if we all sit here and do not
have each other's back and motivate each other.
Optimism leaves when motivation dies. Many of us have developed such a negative view ofA&T,
not so much in the sense that A&T
is a bad school, but not taking ownership ofthis school.
This campus was, is, and forever
will be run by the students. If we do
not regain the optimism we once
had for this school, it will not matter if the students "run" the campus
if they are puppets.
I am going to be arealist and say
that it is not always easy having a
cheerful disposition when it comes
to A&T. The convenient thing to do
is to just say that "A&T is messing up" or "I'm graduating", but
the right thing to say is, "A&T is
having problems, what can I do to
help?"

many elements ofmedia, even if it of importance comes along that
is taking one ofthe bulletin boards requires our time and work how
in the union just to highlight weekly quickly our calendar fill. Orientastudent achievement. It is a start to- tion is one of the cornerstones of
ward capitalizing on the good work this institution.
and achievements despite the real
People were able to change the
problems we have here. When mocourse of history not because anytivation is not there and optimism one person was better than the other,
leaves, we gain a poor judgment.
but because they had commonality
Judgment can take a turn for the in vision and knew that they had to
worse, when all you have is a sour get beyond their own self interests
taste in your mouth. Our perspecto work for the greater good.
tive is crucial to A&T. It affects
Imagine the day that this student
the decisions we make as a student body is united. The impact that we
body.
would have on society would be unIf our judgment is skewed be- imaginable. We have more potential
cause we lack the motivation to care than we realize but because we tear
or the optimism to look for the best ourselves down and then are torn
possible future, then we will fail as by others around us we refuse to
a student body and complacency get it right. In order for us to orient
will continue to remain prevalent ourselves to moving A&T where
over the student body.
it needs to be we need to start by
If our judgment ofthis school is motivating each other, followed by
not a positive one it will manifest optimistically viewing the future of
itself in our lives and thus continue A&T.
to lead the "whispers" that outsidFrom there, our judgments will
ers are saying. We are taught how to change toward each other and the
think here at A&T and not what to school and then we can move efthink. That notion creates the ability fectively in a new direction. Marfor us to make judgments about ev- tin Luther King, Jr. once said, "We
must learn to live together as brothery endeavor we pursue. If that notion becomes skewed then we will ers or perish together as fools." If
make decisions only with our own we cannot orient ourselves together
self-interest in mind and A&T will we can go ahead and hand A&T
not move in the direction it needs over to those seeking to take her on
a silver platter.
to go.
The best result comes when evWe have indeed been shagged
and lost ourM.O.J.O. All I know is
eryone does what is best for themselves and everyone around them. that I wantto see our M.O.J.O. come
The only way to alter our judg- back. The best way to do that is not
ment in our decision making when to be schooled but to educate ourit comes to A&T is to change our selves. Education is what remains
perspective.
when you forget all the schooling
That change of perspective is you have learned.
It is time for us Aggies to beonly going to occur when we get
over the "me" mentality and moticome students oflife again and take
vate each other. If we do not get our what we are doing in the classroom,
judgment together we will not be our community, and our homes and
able to orient ourselves in the right use it to help this campus. It is not
direction.
an easy process, ask a butterfly. The
Orientation is the ability to mohardest part of a butterfly's life is to
bilize as a unit in the midst ofchaos. emerge from its cocoon.
As a butterfly emerges from its
Sadly, we have lost our ability to
mobilize as a student body when the cocoon so must A&T break from
need calls for it. We have become dismay, spread her wings and fly.
more concerned with the "shine" Hmmm, that gives me a thought.. .1
ofthings as opposed to the movethink we are experiencing the Butment and impact that our unity can terfly Effect.

That is taking the optimistic approach toward A&T, looking for a
future and contributing what you
can to ensure that ourAlma Mater is
still in existence. The realist would
say that cannot happen, and as arealist I say that optimism is a reality
that can happen when one removes
themselves and puts faith in their
abilities.
In order to regain that optimism
we have to startpublicizing the good
that we do and the achievements of
many of our students. We have a
very talented student body and it is
up to us to make sure that our fellow peers are made noteworthy at
A&T. That goes back to motivating bring,
It pains me to know how easy it
and encouraging each other and if
we do not do that then we can beis for us to pile up at the club withgin to discuss optimism. We have so out hesitation, but when something

Morality is dead
Tft W oney is money
that this was
and as long as
the least imJLV JL none of my famportant aspect
ily or friends are the ones being
ofthe converrobbed in order to get it, I don't
sation. "There
really give a damn...hell yeah
is no moralI'd take it."
ity," said one
Those were the words of an
of them. "It is
anonymous sophomore politiall about the
cal science major at A&T as we BRITTANY
want and need
sat in the room with her and two DANDY
for money."
of our close friends, discussing
I can only
crime and drugs, the question think of certain specified situaarose "where is the sense ofmotions where I would sympathize
rality"?
with an individual for comproTo my disbelief, three out of mising their values by harmthe four people in the room felt ing or taking from another, and

even then, personal satisfaction gry desires would devourertheir
wouldn't be in play.
parentally instilled morals and
As I listened to their reaethics. Two reflected on relasoning to accept cash and gifts tionships they had been apart of
produced from bloodshed and where crime was excused and in
victimization, I felt that I was a sense condoned showing little
being formally introduced to concern for the repercussions.
"my friends" for the first time.
I debated each argument
All of us, from similar backstruggling to reach minds that
grounds grew up absorbing the seemed so far gone wondering
same values of religion, trust, ifthis is what our generation has
loyalty and honesty. These have come to or had I been shielded
been lost along with innocence from what had always existed?
and evidently forgotten along
Brittany Dandy is a sophomore
side morality. Like cannibals
Journalism major. She can be
over a lifeless corpse, they exreached at bcdandy@ncat.edu.
plained how their money hun-

Marvin Q. Jones Jr. is a senior
Applied Mathematics major. He can be
reached at marvinqjones@gmail.com

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Readers are encouraged to submit letters to
the editor. Letters should be under 300
words and must include the writer's full
name and A&T affiliation. All submissions
become property ofThe A&T Register.
We do not print anonymous letters.

Send letters to editor@ncatregister.com
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The Ultimate

SEX AND THE GATE CITY

How's your
self-esteem?

While

Chamillionaire has sold records and won
awards but this time he wants respect

I cleaned my apartment last week, I

examined the depth ofmy women's magazine collection.
Stored neatly within the nightstand, consuming my desk and hoarded in the
closet, 1 have magazines everyj
where. 1 suppose the number HHj|
could rival with any woman's
collection. Nonetheless, they
are as addictive as catching up
on the week's sports highlights.
Fashion and relationship periodicals provide information
which is often discussed and
passed from woman to woman. CANDACEL.
As a friend noted her disapHACKNEY
pointment in the lack ofAfrican
American women gracing the covers, I finally realized why I no longer trip over myself to get the
latest issue.
Currently, I have three subscriptions to popular
entertainment monthlies. After being lost in the
mail for a couple weeks, each arrives and automatically assumes its role as a dust collector. Not
completely true. I may flip through it to find hot
travel destinations, recipe idea or a trendy fashion
spread. The additional content is redundant month
to month.
Many women's magazines offer some beaming bombshell on their covers, typically paired
with a promising sexual guide of "99 Tactics to
Keep Your Man." The sad part is that some young
women don't just subscribe to the publication, but
to its mindless foolery too.
These articles have the potential to be the biggest blow to a woman's self-esteem. "Perhaps, if

"The sad part is that some
young women don't just
subscribe to the publication,
but to its mindless foolery too."
our female readers assume this position, then their
men will again be reminded of why they liked
them in thefirst place." That's awful and sad.
One popular women's magazine even conditions its reader to expect a large article preview in
bold print beneath the magazine's title and to the
left. It never fails that there is some reference to
sex, usually a complete instructional for his sole
pleasure.
A well known comedian often appearing on
HBO once said that all men want to believe that
their woman is untouched by another. He went
on to say that her expertise in the bedroom would
suggest this occasion is not her first time. His
set was quite humorous and at times even made
sense

I cannot tell a lie. I have read several best-selling relationship books for entertainment purposes. Some ofthe content is surprisingly true, even
common sense, but much of it is just bad advice.
I laughed when I read that women should wait
no less than four months to have sex with the man
whom she is dating. What man in his prime is going to wait at least four months?
"If I meet a girl I like, then we're doing it early," admitted a friend. In his opinion there's no
reason to beat around the bush, no pun intended.
Whether women comply or not, many are conditioned to believe stalled sexual relations bring on
deeper feeling.
Although his word choice was brutally honest,
I found his comment both twisted and sweet because that factor is hardly relevant in his mind.
There is no rhyme orreason to the amount oftime
one should wait, what position is a winner, or
how to rekindle a lost love. Most men don't care
what you wear either, because quite often they are
imagining it on thefloor. Justremember thatacrobatic sex cannot keep your partner.
Phenomenal relations are not enough to overshadow incompatibility. Do not rely on the circulating nonsense suggested in these publications
to shape your love life. Trust your intuition. It's
often a good indicator of what feels right.

Get your fix of
Sex and the Gate City
ncatregister.com

Victory

BYQUINTON HATFIELD

a place where you realize that life

CONTRIBUTOR

is important and you just enjoy it.
You can have millions of dollars
and be miserable, on the album I go
through so many phases. I'm fighting over a broad, I'm fighting over
money, I'm arguing about the news,
Native America, and at the end of
the album I realize all this stuff is
irrelevant. It's really about enjoying
life, why you think Britney Spears
is going bald, all these people killing themselves over fame and money. It's like I realized that at the end,
it's not about no album sales.
Onmy last album "The Sound of
Revenge" I went across the world
and did all kinds of stuff going everywhere, but I didn't enjoy it. This
time I actually enjoy it more than I
did with the album I had the most
success, so that says something to
you right there.

Chamil ionaire

has been
one ofthe most successful rappers in hip-hop
lately. He has a platinum album,
"The Sound ofRevenge," one ofthe
highest sellingring tones ofall-time
with "Ridin" and he wona Grammy
for good measure.
All ofthose are accolades many
MC's can only dream of achieving
but Chamillionaire is seemingly unfazed by his success and somehow
remains humble and appreciative of
what he's accomplished
Despite the honors, "The Sound
of Revenge" received mediocre ratings from top music magazines and
online publications but Cham is
moving away from the label pleasing style of that album and getting
back to the flow that made him the
"Mixtape Messiah."

Q»

First off you have one of
the hottest albums in the gameright
now, so how it feels?

M» I appreciate that, I just
tried to make a good album that I
felt was better than "The Sound of
Revenge" and I think I pulled that
off. Last time I heard people talking about they like a certain song
or a couple, but I didn't hear the
response in the streets saying that
my album was dope. That's what I
wanted, because I feel like to be a
career artists you gotta have good
music, a good body ofmusic. I look
at it now like people saying "Chamillionaire" made a dope album."

Qj

The last album "The Sound
ofRevenge" went platinum are you
a little disappointed with the sales
in this album?

#i«

Nah not yet, because right
now your comparing a years worth
of work to 14 days ofwork. People
are comparing my first week numbers to a year worth of work. The
last album I started off slow even
though I did do a 130,000 first
week, it still started off slow and
crept all the way to platinum. I went
gold slow, even "Ridin" started off
slow and then eventually it justkind
of broke off. I think "Ridin" was
more ofa street record that kind of
crossed over the pop world. This
time I made more streetrecords that
I feel would cross-over to the pop
world instead of trying to make a
whole bunch ofpop records.

Q«

What made you decide to
title the album "Ultimate Victory"?

fl» "Ultimate Victory" is a title
where it's basically about enjoying
life man.
The real win is where you get to

Q« What is your favorite song

on the album?

ft* Well I don't know I can't
say I have a favorite, I really can't.
It's a lot of songs I really like and I
know a lot ofartists say that, but really I honestly feel like that. I can't
say that about my last album, but I
think the concept that I like is the
concept of"WeBreakin Up". I talking about how I tried to stay in love
with you and no matter what I do
it's just not enough for you so I'm
breaking up with you.
That's how I feel about rap, because that's how it is for an artist.
Even 50 Cent, as many records as
he sold he still got to keep on coming back and proving himself to the
fans, if you listened to hip-hop recently he sounds like he's breaking
up with it too.
That's how a lot ofrappers feel,
people just fell out of love for it,
because people just doing it for the
business. That concept is something
1 think is fresh and I really like what
I'm saying on the outro lyrically.

Q»

Do you think somebody
who cares about hip-hop more
would stay longer in the game than
somebody that's justdoing it for the
money?

A.•

I can't necessarily say that,
because it's alot ofpeople that's doing it for the money now that's getting it. They don'treally care about
the essence ofhip-hop, but it's a lot
ofpeople that really care about the
essence ofhip-hop that's not here.
They sitting at home complaining
hip-hop is not the way they want it
to be. It's definitely not about the
essence anymore it's the business
more so now. It's a lot ofring-tone
rappers, it's people out here you can
hate all you want, but they gonna
keep on sellingring-tones, andkeep
on coming out with catchy records

PHOTO COURTESY CHAMILLIONAIREONLINE.COM
SEARCHINGFOR RESPECT: Chamillionaire has amassedall the accolades any artist could wantand
remained humbleall the whilebutthe onlything he wants now is respect.
that you might not like, but that's but I never dreamed of just being

what sell. I just think that the face
ofhip-hop has completely changed
nowadays.

Q«

You seem to be a very
humble dude why do you decide to
be the way you are with all the success?

A»

famous. I wanted to have money,
but I enjoy life and that's why I'm
able to appreciate some ofthe simpler things.

Q«

What you think it is that
will keep Chamillionaire in the industry?

It's not even trying to be
it's just that's who I am. I'm one
ofthose people that's not scared to
be yourself. I think as an artist they
teach you to have an image.
They ask you when you come in
"What's your image going to be"
and you have to think of one. Is my
image going to be gangsta, I don't
have no image my image is me,
they guy you see is me. When I get
up and do awards I speak genuine
on how I'm feeling. I might be in
a bad mood and you might be able
too see it in my response.
That's me, I feel like that works,
and I think you can't fool your audience. I can get in a suit and pretend
to be something all day, but people
will be able to see through me. I'm
a person that didn't want to naturally be famous so I appreciate it,

#i» Man my work ethic is one
thing that separates me from a lot
of people. I think people hear me
talk about it all the time, but they
don't see it. They don't see how
much I really work, I work all the
time. You can call me 3 or 4 A.M.
I'm up all day, my career don't stop.
Some people leave the office 5:00
p.m. and go back to they home. I
feel like I'm working all day. That's
what I do, I grind, I tour, I'm on the
road for the whole year and a lot
ofartists wouldn't do that. I have a
good understanding of the business
and even when I don't I still take
more knowledge. When I'm learning more and more I become more
powerful so I guess that's what's
going to keep me in the game. On
top ofthat good music, just consistently putting out good music.

Mother of rapper Kanye West dies at 58
BYALEXANDRIA HARPER
CONTRIBUTOR

dropping out of school,
Kanye had just landed in London too, just look at what heaven do
Her biggest role, however, came when he heard news ofhis mother's Send us an angel, and I thank you".
in rearing her own son. In her recent death. He immediately flew back
Dr. West wasn't just a mother
Donda West, the inspiration and book, "Raising Kanye: Life Lesto California to be with her. Years to Kanye, "she was everyone's
mother of Kanye West died Sunsons from the Mother of a Hip-Hip earlier Kanye discussed his relamother" said underground hip-hop
day, Nov. 11 in a Los Angles hospiStar" which hit stores in early May, tionship with his mother in an MTV star Rhymefest. The hip-hop comtal at the age of 58.
she described the West's close knit True Life Story interview. "I talk to munity is no stranger to prominent
West was former head of the family. This connection is believed my mother everyday. She's my bigmother figures most notably Afeni
English department at Chicago to be passed down through generaShakur (mother of Tupac Shakue)
gest supporter," said West.
State University. Her 31 year dedi- tions.
The rapper attributes much of and Voletta Wallace (mother ofthe
cation to academia ended in 2004
"Some would say it was blasphehis success and internal drive to his Notorious B.I.G.).
when her son's career reached stel- mous the way Grandmother Wilmother. "Hey Mama" a track from
Though the cause of death has
lar heights. Once retired, she conliams worshipped her husband, the his second album, "Late Registrayet to be officially determined but
tinued to find ways to impact the way my dad worshipped me, and tion," speaks about his maternal according to CNN.com, Dr. West
youth
the way I worship Kanye. But I just bond. "See you're, unbreakable, died after a "cosmetic procedure."
As CEO and founder of Super call it plain-old heartfelt, couldn'tunmistakable, highly capable, lady Family, friends and fans are still in
Good, she helped keep kids from help-it-if-you-tried-to love".
that's making loot. A living legend continued morning.
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R. Kelly's "Double Up Tour"
hits Greensboro Coliseum Friday.
Ne-Yo, J. Holiday and Keyshia
Cole join the "Pied Piper" ofR&B
on stage. Be sure to check out this
concert, you definitely don't want to
miss it. Concert starts at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are still available.

Beowulf, an epic battle centered
on revenge hits theaters Friday.
Starring Anthony Hopkins, John
Malkovich, Robin Wright Perm and
Brendan Glesson. The film is rated
PG-13 andruns nearly 2 hours.
For more info on the movie check
out beowulftnovie.com

No, Alicia won't be there in person but come out to this special listening session Thursday and be one
of the first to hear her new album
"As I Am."nThe event is sponsored
by S.W.I.M., and takes place in
NCB
and features prizes, contests and more.

A&T student/rapper, J. Gunn,
drops his solo debut "The Sky"
featuring the single "Fresh." The
album includes tracks produced by
fellow Aggies.
For more information ofthe Durham native and his music check out
jgunnmusic.com
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Wyclef Jean helps
Haiti's youth
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

being named a roving ambassador for the Caribbean
Wyclef Jean has announced nation in January.
Yele Haiti will provide
the creation of several youthbased programs funded by his computer labs, classrooms
and counseling for jailed
Yele Haiti charity.
"If you want to change a child gang members, help locountry, unfortunately, you're cal women's groups sell food
not going to be able to help 8 in the seaside slum of Cite
million people at one time," the Soleil, and establish a youth
scholarship and soccer pro35-year-old singer told reporters. "But if you can get one or gram, Jean said.
Jean, who wore a white
two or three and start to make
that change, that will make the linen jacket with Haiti's
shield embroidered in spardifference."
stones, spoke to reportkling
Jean, who was born in Haiti,
arrived Saturday in Port-au- ers mostly in Creole.
Prince. It was his first visit since

Plastic surgery is risky business
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Plastic surgery is generally
safe, but like any operation, it
does carry risk of complications

Grammy winner Kanye
West's mother died Saturday
after having plastic surgery,
and an initial coroner's investigation saidDonda West's death
may have been due to surgical
complications.
A 2004 study in the journal Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery found that serious
complications from tummy
tucks, breast enlargement or
reduction, liposuction and other cosmetic fixes wererare.
Out of 411,670 procedures
analyzed at certified officebased surgery centers over
a 2-year period, researchers found serious complications occurred in 1 in 299

cases. Complications included
bruises, infections, respiratory problems and heart problems. Death occurred in 1 in
58,810 procedures. The risks
from surgery done in offices
is comparable to procedures
done in hospitals, according to
the researchers.
"Surgery is still surgery.
There is always some risk,"
said Dr. Richard D'AmicOj
president ofthe American Society ofPlastic Surgeons.
Almost 11 million cosmetic
surgery procedures were done
in the United States last year,
up 7 percent from 2005, according to the society.
To minimize the risks,
experts recommend finding
a well-trained surgeon and
getting an extensive medical
checkup beforehand to determine if existing health problems may interfere with the
surgery or recovery.

This Blank Space Could be yours.

Contributors meetings
every Wednesday@5p.m.
in NCB room 328.

HELLO BROOKLYN
American Gangster
The beat and mellow flow to this Press
Play song of the week"Hello Brooklyn"
should be played this week. It comes offof
Jay-Z's new album and features artist Little Wayne
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Video games not just for guys now
BYLOUKESTEN
ASSOCIATEDPRESS WRITER

The conventional wisdom

on gender differences and play

is that girls like to create things,
boys like to destroy them. A girl
can enjoy building a house out
ofLegos, while half the fun for
a boy is demolishing the thing.
Most video games are about
destruction; guys love "Halo 3"
because it's fun to blow stuffup.
But the Entertainment Software
Association says 38 percent of
video-game players are female,
and most ofthe industry doesn't
know — or care — what they
want.

"The Sims" is often cited as
a game girls like, because it involves nurturing your character

For this foray into girl games,
Disney has trotted out its biggest female stars: Snow White,
Cinderella, Jasmine ("Aladdin") and Ariel ("The Little
Mermaid"). But the real "princess" is the player, thanks to an
easy-to-use character generator
that lets anyone turn herself into
a Disneyesque heroine.
Something has gone wrong
in each of the familiar stars'
worlds: Ariel's people can't sing
any more, for example, while
color has been drained from
Snow White's kingdom. The
heroine can restore the missing
elements by waving her magic
wand — which has the side
benefit ofturning monsters into
butterflies. The result is a lowkey, nonviolent adventure with
the look of classic Disney ani-

rather than giving her a machine mation.
gun. Lately, I've noticed a lot of
The ideal version is the one
women picking up the mayhemfor
free "Guitar Hero." And a few the the Wii, which lets you twirl
controller as if it was a magcompanies are hoping to expand ic wand.
versions offer
the audience for video games by cooperativeBoth
play, so a younger
getting to young girls early.
girl can get help from a parent
"Disney Princess: Enchanted (or vice versa). Three stars out
Journey" (Disney, for the Wii, offour.
$39.99; PlayStation 2, $29.99):
"Imagine Babyz" (Ubisoft,

for the Nintendo DS, $29.99):
"Babyz" is one of Ubisoft's
"Imagine" series of girl-oriented games, which also includes
"Fashion Designer," "Animal
Doctor" and "Master Chef." I
picked out "Babyz" because I
hoped it would be something
truly weird: a baby-raising sim,
like a "Nintendogs" with diapers.

landfill to all the awful games
that have been developed from
Disney Channel series, from
"Lizzie McGuire" to "That's
So Raven" to "The Suite Life
of Zack & Cody." "Hannah
Montana Music Jam" breaks
that streak with a decent musicmaking tool.
"Music Jam" does a nifty
job of simulating a guitar on the
DS: You select a chord with the
directional pad and strum the
strings with the stylus. You can
create lead, rhythm and bass guitar tracks, add a drumbeat, then
edit them all together and save
the result. There are also some
"Guitar Hero"-ish minigames,
but you have to play through a
drab adventure to find them.
The story has pop star Hannah polishing her skills in order
to fend off a new rival, Savannah Star. Meanwhile, Hannah's
normal-gal alter ego, Miley, is
running around doingfavors for
her friends. The tedious quests
usually involve simply taking
an object from one character to
another — which is no fun at all
when you just want to play gui-

Alas, "Babyz" doesn't give
you the full spectrum of childrearing chaos. Your character is
just a baby-sitter, so you only
have to keep the brats out of
trouble for short periods. You
may need to feed them, entertain
them orchange their diapers, all
tasks that are presented as relatively easy minigames.
And the reward? You get
money to buy things to decorate your house. Actually, any
girl playing "Babyz" will come
away with a good idea of just
how annoying the creatures can
be. It may be the best advertisement for abstinence ever seen in
a video game. Two stars.
"Hannah Montana Music Jam" (Disney, for the DS,
$29.99): You could dedicate a tar. Two stars.

'The Boondocks'and'Boston Legal'have something in common
BY JANICE RHOSHALLE LITTLEJOHN
ASSOCIATED PRESSWRITER

spoken than the razor-tongued
Uncle Ruckus he voices on "The
Boondocks," Aaron McGruder's
Nearing the end of the in- adaptation of his edgy comic
terview — with some last-minstrip set in the suburbs. It airs
ute fact-checking points to go Mondays (11:30 p.m. EST) on
Cartoon Network's late-night
through — Gary Anthony Williams wants to set the record Adult Swim lineup.
Williams is chatty as he waits
straight.
■
"Oh, and by the way, I am not for his turn in the recording
Dick Anthony Williams' son." booth.
he says, referring to the "Black
"Any time I hear big stars
Picture Show" star. "Could you talk about how tough voiceover
clear that up for me on the In- is, I want to punch them in the
ternet?"
throat," he says, with a hint of
He's talking about his profile Ruckus. Then enthusiastically:
on a popular online database, "It's one of the easiest jobs in
which notes other things he'd acting. You just stand behind the
like corrected: His mother is not microphone and read what's on
the late actress Gloria Edwards the page and you bring that to
— his mom still lives in Fay- life."
etteville, where he was raised
Once in the booth, Williams
— and his birthday is in March, makes it look effortless. Without
not April.
missing a beat — well, almost
"At one point, I was 10 years — he runs through his lines
younger than I am," Williams for Uncle Ruckus, the bitter
says, "A friend called me, angry, old black man who hates black
'I'm changing my age on my people. For Williams, he draws
resume if you can pretend that from familiar territory.
you're 30!"'
"I just pull from all the peoSitting in a lobby of Salami ple that used to stop by and talk
Studios in North Hollywood, to my daddy when I was little,"
the 41-year-old improv actor is Williams says of his "deep
good-humored and more soft- South" Georgian roots. "Some

of those guys, the stuff coming
out of their mouths was ridiculous, but I loved to listen to those
old dudes justtalk crap."
On the show, much of that
talk includes the N-word. Williams knows it makes people
uncomfortable, and he won't use
the word himself, "but I'll gladly
get paid for it," he laughs, noting the series' hip-hop leanings.
"The show won a Peabody, and
there's a reason for that. It does
have something to say."
Ironically, "The Boondocks'"
most despicable character has
become the series breakout.
"Nobody's standing around applauding what Uncle Ruckus
people just want to hit
says
him in the head," laughs Williams, who has recorded a selection ofUncle Ruckus Christmas
songs available next month on
iTunes. Among those holiday
favorites: "All I Want for Christmas is Some Pretty White Skin"
and "Christmas is for Children,
Especially if They Are White."
But what Williams brings to
Ruckus is more than just a fantastically craggy voice. "There's
something very unique about
Gary that Hollywood is going to

...

start figuring out — he's a special talent in the way you think
about people like Ricky Gervais
('Extras,' "The Office')," says
McGruder.
A sentiment shared by "Boston Legal" executive producer
Bill D'Elia, who cast Williams
last season as Clarence and Clarice, the painfully shy, crossdressing attorney on the ABC
Tuesday-night series (10 p.m.
EST).
It was only to have been a

one-episode gig, D'Elia says,
"but it was abundantly clear that
Gary had a reserve oftalent that
we only scratch in asking him
to play this role," says D'Elia,
adding, "the more we give him
to do, the more he proves we
should give him more to do."
Not that Williams isn't busy
enough. He performs regularly
with the improv comedy band,
The Flying Fannoli Brothers
("I play the stupid stuff... a big
washboard and an electric razor.").And his short film, "Snips
& Snails," won the Audience
Award at L.A.'s independent
Dances with Film festival this
year.

_
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GO
"GO!"
The rhythm of this song and the vocals
of Mario on this song entitled/'Go", does
not match up well which makes this the Press Pause song of the
week.
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ds Home Care
• Respite Care
• Personal Care Services
• Private Duty Nursing and CNA Care
• Community Alternative Programs (CAP)
• Home Infusion Nursing
■
Staff
Relief
•
• Homemaker/Companion Services
• RNs, LPNs, CNAs, CMAs
• Physical Therapy

(336) 375-8288

2722 North Church Street • Suite E
Greensboro, NC 27405
www.nursesandangels.com

$ 5 off manicure/pedicure
$ 3 off full set
$ 3 off fill in

block from UNCG )
Greensboro, NC 27403

(1

Greensboro, NC 27455
(336-545-7676)
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Lady Aggies win home finale

Drug Testing on PGA
Tour next season
BY DOUG FERGUSON

BY MALCOLM EUSTACHE

AP GOLF WRITER

_

SPORTS EDITOR

Before Aggies annoint the
men's and women's basketball
teams for reawakening Corbett
Sports Center, there is another
team that fills the arena with
life during the months prior:
the Aggie volleyball team.
The fans that I've seen here at
A&T are the best fans I've seen
anywhere that I've played at,"
said senior middle hitter Nyra
Taborn. "When we go and play
other schools there are like 2 or
3 players in the stands."
The Lady Aggies, who closed
out the regular season on Tuesday night by dominating the
Winston-Salem State Rams
3-0 (30-20, 13, 23), watched
four of their seniors play their
final match in Corbett: Brenden
Chatman, Krystal Cooper, Kaycee Anderson, and Taborn.
"Our senior leadership has
probably been our biggest
strength all season," said head
coach Lindsay Schmiedel.
"Brenden Chatman as setter has
been playing very solid. Both
of our outsides, Krystal Cooper and Kasey Anderson, have
been playing great lately."
Cooper and Anderson would
continue to lead the Aggies finishing with 12 kills and 8 digs,
and 10 kills and 5 digs respectively.

Due to NCAA regulations,
the Rams are not a Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference team because they are in a Division I
transition. The Aggies did not
show any signs taking that
fact lightly as they seemingly
viewed the game as a good
preparation for the postseason.
Although Coach Schmiedel's
pre-season aspirations of undefeasted conference play fell
short, the ladies managed to
finish the regular season with a
5-3 record and a second place
seeding in the MEAC playoffs
at Hampton University.

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
SENIOR OPPOSITE HITTER KRYSTAL COOPER who played herfinal game in Corbett Sports
Center Gymnasium prepares herself to engage in a play during theWinston-Salem match.

The Aggies, 8-25 overall,
found success during the latter
half of the season winning their
first MEAC game versus South
Carolina State
A&T is second only to the
undefeated Rattlers of Florida
A&M in the Southern Division
ofthe MEAC.
"Florida A&M hasn't lost
a game in the conference in
years," said Coach Schmiedel.

"We came out second which
puts us in a great position because we play a third placed
team from the North firstround.
We have a really good chance
to advance to the semi-finals.
That team from the Northern
Division that Coach Schmiedel is speaking of is Delaware
State.
Our main focus is Del State
because that's who way play on

PHOTO BYLEROY MIKELL • DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
SENIOR OPPOSITE HITTER KAYCEE ANDERSON pepares to set up the serve against the
Rams in herfinal home game as sophomoresetter Stacey Malonelooks on.
"We're just working on ourdeFriday," said senior opposite

hitter Anderson. "That's our
first game so that's all we need
to focus on now. When we win
that then we can focus on the
next game.
The Delaware State Hornets
are led by senior opposite hitter Ayana Dyette, senior opposite hitter Laura Huculak, and
senior middle blocker Kinga
Muszynski.

fense, blocking and defending
our hitters," said junior middle
hitterAundia Gray. "We're just
looking to come into the tournament strong and prepared. I
feel that we're ready."
The ladies hope to bring A&T
a conference chanmpionship
this season.
Gametime is Friday at 11
a.m.

Lady Aggies start 1-0 in win over Stetson
A&T trailed by an unfamiliar
13 points heading into the locker
room at the half, but established
The North Carolina women's a pressure defense that caused
basketball team arrived in Florthe Hatters to shoot 24% from
ida with one mission on their the field in the second period
mind, winning their first roadbefore prevailing 78-60.
trip ofthe season.
A halftime defensive speech
While Stetson College seemed from the 23-year veteran coach
like a simple task compared to helped the players obtain a seclast year's victorious outcome, ond wind before the end of the
the Lady Aggies were in for an game.
early surprise.
"I was happy with Stetson's
The first half began with the play in the first half," said head
Hatters shooting 55.6 % from coach Patricia Bibbs. "Their
the field, led by their star backexecution style made us realize
court attack.
they were serious. They made
BY DANIEL HENDERSON
CONTRIBUTOR

us play, and our young ladies
need to know that if they don't
come out and play best from the
start, they're not going to be
successful."
Leading the way for the Lady
Aggies in a comeback effort
were the all-conference starters,
Amber Bland, Brittanie TaylorJames and Ta'Wuana Cook.
Taylor-James had the team
high 20, while the three stars
finished with a combined 48
points.
A&T shot 34.6% from thefield
in the first half, but outscored
Stetson 52-21 in the second pe-

With less than 8 minutes
riod after converting on 55.6%
remaining in the game, A&T
of their field goal attempts.
A 24-0 run by the lady aggies went on two more unanswered runs of 9-0 and 10-0.
opened the second half.
Tierra Brown of Stetson
Stetson had trouble during this
run, committing 8 turnovers, tied Taylor-James with the
game high of20 points, while
and allowing 8 unanswered fastmanaging to shoot 7-14 from
break points.
The scoring drought for the the field.
Brown's teammate Jessica
Hatters did not reach a complete halt until 6 minutes and 18 Conner finished with a game
seconds in the half at the 13:42 high 11 rebounds.
The Lady Aggies will play
mark aftera Sharnesha Smith 3host to the Liberty Flames
pointer.
But once the aggies obtained Friday at 7:30 in the Corbett
the lead, the hatters never came Sports Gymnasium.
within 6 points.

PONTE VEDRA BEACH,
Ha. (AP) The PGA Tour plans
to start its new drug-testing
program as early as July, with
penalties for a positive test that
could range from a one-year
suspension for a first offense
to a lifetime ban if a player is
caught three times.
Leaders from golfs most influential organizations signed
offlast month on an anti-doping
policy. The tour's plan was approved by its policy board.
PGA Tour commissioner Tim
Finchem said players will receive a manual next month as
part of an education program
that will extend through June,
with testing to follow.
The manual will contain a list
of prohibited substances that
fall under 10categories, ranging
from anabolic steroids to human
growth hormones to narcotics to
beta blockers.
Finchem said the tour can test
players without notice anytime
and anywhere, and testing at a
PGA Tour event can occur before or after practice or competition. There was no limit to
how many times a year a player
can be tested.
Penalties could include ineligibility for up to one year for the
first violation; up to five years
for the second violation; up to a
lifetime ban for multiple violations; and fines up to $500,000.
Finchem said violations for
recreational drugs, such as
marijuana or cocaine, could be
treated differently from steroids.
The program allows the commissioner discretion to require
treatment instead of sanctions,
or a combination of the two.
He also said the tour would
disclose violations and will report the penalty. That's typical
of other sports, noteworthy in
golf because the tour has never
disclosed fines for such things
as conduct unbecoming a professional.
An education program for the
Nationwide Tour will begin in
the middle of next year, with
testing to start toward the end of
the 2008 season. On the Champions Tour for players 50 and
older, the education program
will start in January 2009, with
testing expected to start in the
middle of that year.

RUNDOWN
AP TOP 25 MENSBASKETBALL
TEAM

RECORD PVS

North Carolina
UCLA
Memphis
Kansas
Georgetown

Louisville
Tennessee
Indiana

Washington State
Marquette
Oregon
Michigan State
Duke
Gonzaga
Texas A&M
Texas
Arizona
Arkansas

Pittsburgh
Stanford

North Carolina State
Kansas State
Southern Illinois
Villanova
Butler

Choose a career that offers a diverse
workforce, respects the work-life balance and
guarantees new and rewarding opportunities.
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Stanford
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Ohio State
Michigan State

Florida State
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Texas
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DePaul
Wisconsin
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looking for sports writers.
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Aggies win 1 of 3 in tournament
BY MALCOLM EUSTACHE
SPORTS EDITOR

The month of November is
usually synonymous with falling leaves and cold weather. In
the case of A&T's men's basketball team, nothing seemed
to be falling for them as they
shot at a near freezing rate of
35.8 percent from the field over
the first two games of the 2007
Hispanic College Fund Basketball Challenge from the Petersen Activity Center in Pittsburgh, PA.
Things began to heat up for
the Aggies during the third and
final game of the tournament
as they shot above 50 percent
from the field percent before
melting Houston Baptist 96-71
on Sunday.
The men of blue and gold
jumped out to a 31-6 lead over
the Huskies thanks to 14 un-

VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS

TEAM
Mid-Eastern Shore
Morgan State
Delaware State
Howard
Hampton
Coppin State
Florida A&M
North Carolina A&T

MEAC

OVR.

7-0
5-2
3-3
2-2
2-6
0-6
4-0
2-2
Bethune-Cookman 2-3
Norfolk State
1-2
South Carolina State 1 -3

"Thomas is a great player,"
said senior shooting guard Steven Rush. "That was only his
third time playing Division I
college basketball. He really
helps us out on the defensive
end and in rebounding. We just
need to continue giving him the
ball in scoring position."
Rush added 11 points and 2
steals while senior guard Angelo Hernandez contributed 9
points and 5 boards. The scoring distribution gave the Aggies their first 90-point game of
the season, an off-season goal
of which they hope to average.
They were not as fortunate
in the first two games of the
tournament. The Aggies faced
nationally ranked Pittsburgh
University on Saturday. A&T's
men came out playing aggressively building a 14-13 lead
with 13:17 left in the first half
forcing the Panthers to wake

answered points to begin the up.
game. The Aggies would lead
Awaken they did as they
by as much as 25 in the first would quickly turned things
half. Senior point guard Austin around and went on a 16-0run
Ewing got into a groove dish- to make it 34-17 on their way
ing the ball to his teammates, to an 88-61 route ofA&T. Pittsdropping a career high 8 dimes burgh never dozed off again
to go along with his team high behind the searing shooting
15 points.
touch of forward Sam Young,
The most impressive Aggie who blazed the Aggies with 24
may have been freshman forpoints on 10-14 shooting from
ward Thomas Coleman. Head the field and 4-6 from behind
Coach Jerry Eaves made it a the 3-point arch.
priority in the off-season to
Rush led the way with 13
recruit big and the 6 foot 9 points while senior forward
inch Louisville, KY native has Jason Wills put in 8 points and
shown he can fill the void early. grabbed 6 off of the glass. JuColeman was all over the floor nior forward Butler Commuagainst the Huskies tying Ewnity College transfer Ed Jones
ing's game high 15 points on gave in 9 points and 2 assists.
7-9 shooting and snagging a
"You've got to give St. Louis
game leading 8 rebounds. On and Pittsburgh credit," said
the defensive end, the Jeffer- Rush. "They defended really
sontown High School graduate
well and they caused some
made his presence felt with 3 troublefor us."
blocks and 2 steals.
The St. Louis University Bil-

RUNDOWN

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:

Friday

vs. Norfolk State
6 p.m.
MEN'SBASKETBALL STANDINGS

TEAM
Coppin State
Florida A&M

MEAC

OVR

0-0
0-0
0-0

Delaware State
Hampton
Morgan State

0-C

0-0
0-0
North Carolina A&T 0-0
Howard
0-0
0-0
MD Eastern Shore
Bethune Cookman
0-0
South Carolina State 0-0

Norfolk State

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:

Wednseday
vs. Anderson

7 p.m.
WOMEN'SBASKETBALL STANDINGS

PHOTO BY PETE MADIA • THE PITT NEWS
Fields
as
NOEASYBASKETS: A&T's senior guard Trahern Chaplin tries to strip Pitt'sLevance
he drives towardthebasket in Peterson Activity
Centerduring the 2007 Hispanic College FundBasketball Challenge withthe help of seniorguard GlennNelson.
likens were the Aggies first opponents of the tournament. The
early season rust plagued both
teams and was made obvious
by them shooting a combined
38.6 percent from the field.
Wills kept the Aggies close
through the beginning of the
first half off of his 14 points
and 7 rebounds.
Down by only one towards
the start of the third quarter,

the Billikens found a spark in 2007-08 home opener against
shooting guard Kevin Lisch Anderson University at 7
who ended the game with 24 p.m. in Corbett Sports Center.
points on 89 percent shooting Last season, the Aggies only
from the free-throw line. St. dropped two on the campus of
Louis never looked back from A&T.
"It's just good to be back at
that point on before handing
the Aggie men their first loss of home," said Rush. "We got all
the tournament.
the boos up in Pittsburgh. We
After playing 3 games in 3 can't wait to get back in this
days, the men ofA&T are eagym. That's all we've been
ger to return to Corbett for the thinking about."

ask

find

TEAM

MEAC

1-0
Florida A&M
0-0
0-0
fcjampton
North Carolina A&T 0-0
0-0
Coppin State

Morgan State

Norfolk State
Bethune-Cookman
Delaware State
South Carolina
Howard

0-0

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

MD Eastern-Shore
THIS WEEK'S GAMES:

Friday
vs. Liberty
7 p.m.

A

lank

LIU

Enter to

lil

Sank °f A****CampusEdge Checking is free for five years, 1 with no minimum balance. It comes with free
Online Banking Service 2 and Mobile Banking Service,2 including e-mail and text message
Alerts. You get free person-to-person transfers, free transactions at over 17,000 ATMs and you
even get a Stuff Happens card that's good for a one-time refund 3 of an unexpected service fee.

To get started today, stop by your neighborhood Bank of America or
visit us online at bankofamerica.com/bankoncampus
East Bessemer
1616 E Bessemer Ave

Greensboro Main
101WFriendly Ave

336.805.3050

336.805.3669

Bank of America
Bank of Opportunity™

* No purchase or transaction necessary to enter or win. Must be 18 or older, a legal resident of the 50 United States (including District of Columbia) and a current full-time or part-time student
enrolled at an accredited American college or university. Three ways to enter: (1) via text message to short code 72579, key word "BOA" (if you have your college code) or "BANK" (if you do not have
your college code); (2) online at bankofamerica.com/bankoncampus or (3) by opening a new Bank of America CampusEdge student checking account offered exclusively at facebook.com from
9/15/07 to 10/33/07. Promotion starts at 12:01a.m. Eastern Time on 8/1/07 and ends at 11:59 p.m. ET on 10/31/07. Standard text message rates apply. For Official Rules and entry details,
visit bankofamerica.com/bankoncampus. Void where prohibited; limit one entry per person regardless of method. Sponsored 2007 by Bank of America Corporation, 100 N. Tryon Street, Charlotte,
NC 28255. 1 Free of a monthly maintenance feefor the first five years. Students age 16 and over are eligible for this account. Student status will be validated upon account opening. After the first
five years, your CampusEdge account will be converted to MyAccess Checking. The monthly maintenancefee for MyAccess Checking will be waived as long as you have a qualifying monthly direct
deposit. Fees for overdrafts and other account-related services still apply. Student checking product in Washington and Idaho is MyAccess-CampusEdge Checking.2 You will be charged access
rates depending on yourcarrier. Web access is needed to use Mobile Banking. Check with your service provider for details on specific fees and charges. 3 Good for a one-timerefund of one of the
following service fees: overdraft item fee, NSF: returned item fee, overdraft protection transfer fee, stop payment fee, or non-Bank of America ATM fee.
Bank of America, N.A. Member FDIC. ©2007 Bank ofAmerica Corporation

OVR,

1-0
2- 0
2-0
1-0

